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There Never Was A "Bad Boy"...
But There Never Was A Boy Who
Didn't Soy He Was Improved
By The Boy Scout Program
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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thusiticiy, February 2, 1950
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Kick-Off For Boy Scout
Drive Set For Tuesday

Farm Bureau Drive
Gets Under Way
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LIFE AIN'T FIT FOR A DOG

Welfare Committee
Is Organized To
Aid The Needy

Mark Cunningham, local insur- of program activities for the Comance ag en t, has accepted the ing year. Included in this schedchairmanship of the Minuet BoY ule are:
be Is First
Various Organizations
Scout Finance campaign in
Feb. 6-12: Boy Scout Week—
Farmer To Take
Princeton, according td. a report all Scouts are requested to wear
In This Community Are
from Grayson Harralson, chair- their uniforms whenever possi-rvation Prize
Asked To Contribute
man of the Three-Rivers District. ble this .week. Troops 39 and 42
t District
To A Central Fund
Mr. Cunningham conducted the will arrange windows for Scout
ond Stroube, Princeton
campaign last year.
displays.
Organization of a Caldwell
The kick-off meeting for the
, who recently won first
Feb. 7.
Kick-off meeting,
County Welfare Committee was
campaign will be held in the base- Princeton finance campaign. At
completed Friday when representhe 1949 Tom Wallace
ment of the K. U. building Tues- K.U. building at 9:00 a. m.
tatives from the various clubs and
Watef, Forest and Wildday, Feb. 7, at 9:00 a.m. CunningFeb. 9. Tenderfoot Induction,
churches in this community met
qervation Award in the
ham has indicated that sufficient Troops 39 and 42.
at the courthouse to discuss plans
I County Soil Conservehelpers will be provided to make
Feb. 24. Charter presentation,
for a central fund for underprivtrict, is the first resident
sure that no one will be evdr- Cu') Pack 239.
ileged children and relief work.
'ell County ever to take
worked. The campaign will be
Feb. 12. Boy Scout Sunday.
The committee, which will be
e for the First Congresplanned so that it can be finish- Troop and packs to attend church
composed of one- member of each
tistrict which includes 14
ed in one day, he added.
in a body wherever feasible.
contributing organization, will
., it is announced.
Each service club will be asked
Feb. 20. Annual Scoutmaster
meet monthly. It will act as a
ncement of the award of
All
the
local
dogs
at
Montezuma, Ga., have been quarantined, community chest or clearing house
to provide a team of workers in Appreciation Dinner. Owensboro.
I r. Stroube was released
and Poochie is on the way to the needle in the arms of its
addition to a general group of
unhappy for requests of help from the
Feb. 21. Three-Rivers District
esday in a letter from
Princeton leaders. A team of meeting. K.U. office, Princeton, owner, Kristina Moore. Krinstina's fellow eighth-grader, Betty needy and will prevent duplicaEthridge, publisher of
Grizzle
(right) forgets about the 12 shots she has to take in her
women has been added to the 7:30.
tion of help to needy families, it
rier-Journal. The contest
grief over Poochie's fate. Many of Montezuma's dogs,
children and was explained. Each club and
prospective solicitors.
April
13.
Three-Rivers
District
Courier.nsored by The
adults are taking anti-rabies injections after a mad dog appeared
The campaign has been set up Court of Honor.
at church that agrees to cooperate
Louisville Times and
Mrs. E. J. Deal, 13-year-old wife of a farmer, is in Martin Hosa basketball game last week. (AP Wirephoto)
during the first week in February
May 26. District Camporee,
in the program will be asked to
pital at Edison, Ga., with her seven-pound, two ounce baby daughter.
to take advantage of the publicity at Kentucky Lake.
contribute monthly to the welnt of the letter was as fol- The baby was born last week and has been named Winnie Louise. during
National Boy Scout Week
fare fund.
June 26. Pre-Jamboree Train- Caldwell Red Cross
Papa Deal is 18 years old. (AP Wirephoto)
which runs from Feb. 6 thru 12. ing Camp, Owensboro.
Persons in the community who
Chapter Sponsors Party
t to congratulate you on
W. D. Armstrong, chairman of
need relief should make their reJune 30. National Scout Jamthe $50 district prize in
Local Bell Telephone
camping and activities for the boree, Valley Forge, Pennsyl- For Outwood Patients
quests to Mrs. William G. Picks! contest. Your entry was
The Caldwell County, AmeriThree Rivers District, Boy Scouts vania.
ering at the office of the County
Manager
Comments
On
as the best to be received
of America, announced that Boy
Judge, it was said.
July 16. First period of camp can Red Cross, sponsored a birth.ur Congressional District.
Organization
Phone Strike Threat
Sets
A
Sco t week will set off a series at Camp Hogg.
Those elected to head the comday party for all patients at Outare very happy that more
A nationwide strike in the Bell
Goal Of 500 Members
mittee are the Rev. Joe Calenwood Hospital January 19 for pa000 farm conservationists
Telephone System was signaled IL OF SCARLET FEVER
dar, chairman; Mrs. William G.
Native Of Caldwell
In Caldwell County
•ated this year in the prothis week to begin Wednesday, Peggy Sue Dunning, nine-year- Deadline Near On Corn
tients having birthdays during
Pickering, secretary - treasurer,
has
the full support County Suffered
hich
The annual Farm Bureau memFeb. 8, with 100,000 CIO commun- old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. An- Allotment Requests
that month.
and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, recordKentucky Association of
bership drive got under way this ing
61 Dunning, 310 Akers avenue. is
ications workers called out.
The deadline for accepting apsecretary.
Paralytic Stroke
An individual cake was taken week with a
nservation supervisors.
goal to sign up 500
Union officials said that more ill of scarlet fever, according to
Persons elected to investigate
services
Funeral
plications
for
to
each
Mrs.
for
Mar1950
patient
acreage
along
corn
with
a
silbelieve that the soil conmembers in the organization, M.
than 200,000 other members of a report to the Caldwell County
requests for relief are Mrs. John
.n problem is the most vit- tha Lou Woodruff, who died at the same union are expected to Health Department from the at- allotments from operators of farms ver dollai enclosed in a birthday P. Brown, Jr., president, anS. McBride, Mrs. Noel Drennan,
affecting all of us today her home on North Harrison observe picket lines and thus sup- tending physician, Dr. F. P. with no production history dur- card. The party and gift distribu- nounces.
Mrs. C. B. Meadows and Mrs. Lee
are happy to have a small street early Friday morning port the walkout over wages, Giannini.
Farmers of the county are urg- Linton. After the investigation,
ing the past three years is Wed- tion was conducted by Mrs.
stroke
paralytic
from
which
a
Frank
Wylie,
chairman
of
volun- ed to renew their membership if this
• encouraging the proper
hours, apprenticeship rules and
nesday, February 15, W. S. Traygroup decides a case is
teer service, and Mrs. D. W. Sat- Os' join the organization if they
our land. You are to be she suffered the previous night, pensions. Contracts delay their
lor, chairman of the County PMA
worthy, immediate action will be
Revival
At
Methodist
conducted
Morgan's
were
at
Funterfield
and Mrs. A. P. Cook, grey have not been members in the
ded highly for the splenstriking until about March 1.
committee, announces.
taken to give help, it was stated.
eral Home Sunday, Jan. 29, at
ladles.
.
you have done."
past. "The Farm Bureau is the
R. C. Tuck, manager of the Church Gets Under Way
Caldwell county is one of 55
The Rev. Harvey Tallent was ,
g the several conserva- 2:30 p. m., by the Rev. Charles Princeton Southern Bell TeleA revival at Ogden Memorial Kentucky counties designated
A chapter of the American only organization in t h e State appointed chairman of the church
in
actices established by Mr. M. Bunce, of Paducah. Mrs. phone office, made the following Methodist Church is currently
Cross
looking
out
after
conducts
farmer interest committee to contact all churches
a party of this
tin- the commercial corn area of the
on his farm during 1949 Woodruff had been in ill health comment today on the strike:
State, Traylor said, ard allotments type each month. Mrs. Wylie re- on the State and national level," and request their participlitions
der way with the Rev. a
several
the
last
years.
ported.
a complete soil and water
Brown stated. "Having a large
"All this talk of a telephone Comer, evangelist
Organizations that already have
from Dallas, will be in effect throughout the
Born in 1867, she was a daughation farm plan which was
membership is the only way that voted to make regular contribustrike before Southern Bell and Texas, conducting
county.
the services.
ter
of
the
late
John
R.
and
Lucy
the Bureau can be effective in tions to the welfare fund include
out with the assistance of
many other telephone companies
Corn growers in t h e county Sergeant Darnell Is
Evangelist Corner appeared at
dwell County Soil Conser- Ann Nichols, of this county. She have even started collective barits fight to help farmers," he ad- the American Legion, Kiwanis
who
have
not
yet
reported
their
school
a
assembly
here
lived
had
here
all
Tuesday
her
life,
and gaining is
Transferred To Mayfield
District. The plan was deded.
an obvious attempt to afternoon and spoke to
.
Club, D.A.V., Elks, Eagles, Rotary
the Rotary , production in the years 1947-49 to
• to use the land according was a member of the Central stampede the companies into
Farmers may join t h e local Club and the V.F.W., it was said.
Agt. Earl J. Darnell, son of Mr.
the
county
PMA
office
should
do
Club
Tuesday
night and the kKicapacity and treat it tin- Presbytei Ian Church.
granting unrealistic demands.
wetgjsChsh ykdiwidar. so at once, the PMA chairman and Mrs. Willie Darnell, Route 6 Farm Bureau by contacting one
Survivors are her busban4.
. to its needs, Oliver C.
of the directors or officers listed
"It is evident that the national
Messages which Rev. Corner said. A report should bs made for has been transferred from AshWilliam
H.
Woodruff;
two
March Of Dimes Drive
daugh, soil conservationist, said.
land, where he has been station- below:
union leaders have little confi- plans to bring
at the church ser- any farm where corn was proters, Mrs. L. L. Patmor, West
M.
P.
Brown,
ed
president;
the
Falls Short Of Goal
last
Minos
dence in the merits of their de- vices include
two
years,
to
Mayfield.
"Gospel Hotshots!", tamed in any one of these years.
Main street, and Mrs. J. E. Morris,
Contributions to the Caldwei:
mands an d
are Threatening Thursday n ag h
Farmer's reports on their corn He will serve'as a recruiting of- Cox, vice president; P. M. Sell,
, Fredonia FFA
Detroit, Mich.; a brother, Dr. L.
t; "The Lost
ficer. Mrs. Darnell is the former secretary; Vernon Burchett, Ed- county March of Dimes Drive,
strong-arm methods to high pres- Christ,"
production
for
the
past
three
Friday
night, and "The
E. Nichols, Eddyville Road; and
;rs Attend Meet
sure the public and the company.
years will be used to establish in- Rebecca Hogan, daughter of Mrs. win Lamb, Raymond Stroube, which ended officially Wednesve officers of the Butler two grandsons, Donald Patmor Negotiations on a new wage Second Coming of Christ," Sat- dividual
Carmie Carter, J. W. Hazzard, W. day, totalled about $502, Murray
farm acreage allotments Flora Hogan, Princeton.
ture Farmers of America and William Is. Morris. Two agreement between the company urday night. He will conduct for
G. McConnell, Homer Mitchell, Sell, campaign chairman, announ1950.
.r and seven officers of the brothers, Lev and Albert Nich- and the CWA-CIO begin Febru- three services Sunday including
J. L. Hayes, Marshall Guill, Max- ces. The quota is $1,500.
a
mass
Jordanaires
meeting
To
set
and
Present
a
ols,
sister,
for
3
Mrs.
p.
Willie
m...
.ia Chapter attended a diswell Morgan, Roy Howton. Z. D.
ary 6. The existing contract calls Hissubject Sunday
Although this county.is about
afternoon will Reports On 1949'ACP
eeting of the organization Young, preceded her in death.
Concert In Fredonia
Orange, Wilford Baker, Raymond $1,000 short of the goal, Mr. Sell
for bargaining to continue for be
"God's
Remedy
for
Mr.
a
n
d
America's Practices
Mrs. Woodruff
at Dawson Springs,
The Jordanaires quartet, of Phelps, Marvin Sigler and R. P. said donations will be accepted
Are Due
30 days."
Ills," and Sunday night he will
would have been married 59
ounced.
The last day for farmers to re- WSM, Nashville, Tenn., will pre- Ray, directors.
for two more weeks and if the
speak
on "Whatever Goes Over
. se of the meeting was to years February 4.
port conservation practices, which sent a program of gospel and
merchants and other people of
the Old Devil's Back, Is Sure To
Pallbearers were Earl M. Nich- Mrs. A. P. Day In
-t each officer in his duties
were carried out under provis- spiritual selections at 7:30 p. m. Butler 4-H'er Places
this county will send in their
Come Under His Belly."
-Ip each member discharge ols, Madisonville, H. W. Nichols,
nnie Stuart Hospital
ions of the 1949 Agricultural Con- Thursday, Feb. 9, at the High
contributions the quota can be
Mark Cunningham, Clauscine •4 The condition of Mrs. A. P.
ties in the organization.
servation Program, and to qual- School Auditorium, Fredonia. The Third In State Contest
met. He urged everybody to mail
Tobacco
Baker,
Growers'
William
Morris
and
Meet
Don.e attending from Fredonia
Day, who is under treatment at
ify for program payments is event is sponsored by the Ameri- James R. Wallace, son of Mr. their contributions without havPatmor.
Mrs. Frank Wood, Jennie Stuart Hospital, Hopkins- To Be Held February
and Mrs. Harry Wallace of Eddy- ing to be solicited personally or
Arnold Wigginton, presi- ald
9
Wednesday, February 15, W. S. can Legion Auxiliary.
ville road and a member of the by mail.
Bobby Jenkins, vice-presi- Mrs. G. W. Towery and Mr. Frank ville, is reported to be unproved.
Russell Hunt, tobacco special- Traylor, chairman of the county
Senior Butler 4-H Club, will be
Charles Vinson, treasurer; Wood sang several numbers ac- Mrs. Day entered the hospital last ist with the University of Kentuc- PMA committee, announced to- 10ME FROM WESTERN
The 1950 drive here was sponpresented an award as third place sored jointly by the Junior Cham• ice, secretary; Gerald Sig- companied at the organ by Mrs. Friday and will remain for an ky Extension Service, will dis- day.
Students from Western S tate
Everett
Cherry.
winner
in
the State 4-H Achieve- ber of Commerce and the Beta
•
porter; Junior Sigler, senindefinite period.
cuss production and problems of
Reports, along with seed tags College, Bowling Green, visiting
ment Contest at a luncheon to be Sigma Phi Sorority. The sorority
and Herman Brenda, teach- ATTEND FUNERAL
tobacco growers at a meeting and receipts for conservation ma- home-folk
between
semesters
are
Among
out-o-town
friends
and CONDITION IMPROVED
held Saturday at Louisville. The collected $19 in a candy sale and
scheduled for 7:30 p. m. Thursday, terials are to be submitted by Joel
agriculture.
Jerry Loftus, Twy- luncheon
will be given by The received $154 for the
se from Butler were Billy relatives attending the funeral of The condition of H. W. Blades, February 9, at the courthouse, farmers to the county PMA of- man Stallins,
drive at
Boren,
Ray
Davis
Woodruff,
Courier-Journal, Louisville Times the barn dance
• , president; Jack Cook, Mrs. William H. Woodruff here Washington street, who suffered County Agent R. A. Mabry an- fice. The 1949 ACP closed with Gene Croft,
held at the PrincePrice,
Harold
Judy
and
WHAS.
resident; Billy Hart, second Sunday were Mr. Earl Nichols a heart attack about two weeks nounces.
the calendar year on Decem- Pruett, Nancy Cardin, Jimmy
ton Country Club Monday night.
Mr. Hunt will use a set of ber 31.
resident; Herbert Scott, sec- and Elaine and Frederick Nichols, ago, is reported to be improved.
Clayton, Lou Nell Russell, Harold
Madisonville;
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
slides to explain tobacco plant
; Ozell Hail, assistant seeFarmers participating in the Price, C. W. Martin, Jr., and Har- Wendell Roberts Wins
Local Scouters Plan
b e d management, fertilization, program, except those who used
James Hodge, treasurer; Kimball Underwood, Paducah; Escort Carries Flag
old Creekmur.
rig In 4-H Project
Mr.
and
E.
Mrs.
Morris
J.
and
varieties
Martin, assistant treasurer;
To
and
other
Attend Jamboree
phases
of
totheir
entire allowances for conFor Berin
l Widow
J Wendell Roberts, son of Mr. and v Star Scouts
bacco production.
R. Johnstone, reporter; Lu- Mr. and Mrs. William Morris, DeBilly Armstrong
servation materials, are eligible Ingrid Bergman On
Mrs. Roosey Roberts of the Quinn and
_
All tobacco growers in the for cash contributions to the cost
all, assistant reporter; Roy troit, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Orb
Mickey Cunningham are
community, recently drew a pure- among
Rare Stroll In Rome
county are invited to attend, of practices adopted, Traylor
ins, sentinel; Bennie Mash- Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. George Patthe first of the West Kenbred Duroc gilt furnished by Dr. tucky Area
Mabry said.
assistant sentinel, an d mor, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Patmor
Council Scouts to resaid.
C.
F.
Engelhardt
to
be
given
Mrs.
Crawford
and
to
and
Mr.
PatD. Maddox, teacher of
serve a place at the Second NaFarmers who received soil
4-H
members
signed
up
in
Marion.
all
the
of
mor,
Valentine Musical
lture.
tional Scout Jamboree, which will
building materials, such as lime,
pig project this year, it is antake place at Valley Forge, PennTo Be Presented Feb. 13 phosphate and cover crop seeds,
nounced.
• meeting of the Woman's Local Students To
sylvania, on June 30, 1950, it is
The choral departmeent of instead of payments should reUpon receiving the pig, Wendell announced.
scheduled for Friday, Jan.
Armstrong and CunButler High School will present port to the PMA office on the use
agreed to return two gilts at ningham
s been postponed to Thurs- eceive B. S. Degrees
are members of Scout
made
of
these
its
materials,
the
annual
chairValentine
musical,
the
%Among
72
seniors
weaning
who
were
time
out
of
the
first
litFeb. 9, at 2:30 p. m., it is
Troop No. 39, which'is sponsored
"Sweethearts on Parade," Mon- man added. Reports on the use of
ter farrcrwed. The two pigs will by
candidates for degrees from Murced.
the First Christian Church
day night, Feb. 13, at 7:30 p. m. materials are required whether a
be given to two other 4-H mem- here.
ray State College at the close of
Highlight of the event will be payment is due the farmer.
bers who signed a similar agreethcs fall semester January 26 were
W. D. Armstrong, chairman of
coronation ceremonies of the Valment. After the two gilts have
William F. (Billy) Brown, son of
camping and activities for the
entine
king
queen.
and
A
small
been returned the sow and re- Three
Mrs. R. W. Brown, N. Harrison
Pollard To Attend
Rivers District, said today
admission will be charged.
maining pigs belor.g to the 4-H
street, and Louis Edward Carter,
QUESTION
that he expects seven or eight
NEA
Convention
member without further obligaat would your reaction be to son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton CarScouts from the District to make
Supt. C. T. Pollard will leave
Princeton Native Is
tion, County Agent R A. MaPosed issue of extending the ter West Market street.
the trip.
next week-end for Denver, Colo.,
bry said.
No special ceremonieuswill be
Transferred To Paducah
limits of Princeton?
Willard Moore, Princeton, has
where he will attend the national
held for graduates at triTs time.
William Blades, a zone manager convention of
ANIMUS.—
been appointed chairman of the
the Department of
They
will
return
of
to
the
campus
Texaco Co., has been trans- the Association
sassy Taylor: I think it
Rose And Garden Club
Jamboree Commtetre—
of Supervision and
r • -ere ferred from Ashland to Paducah,
Id be left to the choice of during the last week in May to
Three-Rivers District, Mr. Moore,
Curricular Department of the
To
Hold
Business
Meeting
where he and his wife and son, National
ple living in the proposed participate in the commencement
Educational Association,
The Princeton Rose and Garden as a Scout attended the first
Billy, have moved. Mr. Blades'
of extension. By this, they exercises to be held at the conof which he is a member.
Club will hold an important Scout Jamboree which was held
teriltory will include par ts of
determine whether they clusion of tte spring semester.
meeting at George Coon Library in Louisville in 1922.
Brown and Carter are graduates
d want to take advantage of
Tennessee and Western KentucThursday, Feb. 2, at 7:30 p. m., it
added fire prevention and of Butler High School, and are
ky. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs Princeton Soldier Is
Is announced. Members are urged HOME FROM U. R.
both applicants for B. S. regrees
H. W. Blades, Sr., Washington stationed In Japan
ties it would entail.
Among students visiting their
to attend.
ke Davenport: I think it
Florence Maryjean Babcock, street.
Pvt William A. Willoughby, son
families here from University of
_
d be all right to extend the ATTENDS OHIO MEETINGS
clad in black and wearing a widof Mrs. Hortense Willoughby,
Kentucky, Lexington, between
NDERGOING TREATMENT
ATTENDING CONVENTION
W. D. Armstrong, horticultural- ow's veil, is escorted by flaglimits if the city is financial540 N Seminary street, is a memMr.
and
Mrs.
Byron
Williams,
VMwin Lamb, W. P. Oldham, semesters are Virginia Bowie Satble to give the added fire ist at the Western Kentucky Ex- carrying Capt. Charles F. Foyle
Film Actress Ingrid Bergman,
ber of the 24th Infantry Regiment,
Raymond Phelps, Powell Oldham terfield, Jimmie Martin, Bill
tion, sewerage facilities and periment Station, is currently at- at Washington (Jan. 28) as they West Main street, accompanied now stationed at Gifu, Japan
whose long awaited divorce suit
and Herschel Phelps, members of Sparks, Marvin Pogrotsky, Dotnth the other utilities needed. tending the 103rd annual meet- walk from Arlington National their little son, Byron Greer, to
Private Willoughby is a rifle- against Dr. Peter Lindstrom has
tie Deen, NU Mays, Cynthia Ann
Pt. C. T. Pollard: I would ing of Ohio St ite Horticultural cemetery grave of Col. William Paducah last week, where he is man in headquarters company, been filed in civil court in Juarez, the Caldwell County Farm Bureau, are attending the State Cunningham and Paul Cunningto see the limits of the city Society and the annual meeting T. Babcock. who died in Berlin undergoing treatment from a ped- third battalion and recently re- Mexico, strolls
along a street in Farm
and Home Week conven- ham.
1 district cotermirous with of the American Pomological So- Monday. She flew here with the iatrician. His condition is reported
turned to Camp Gifu from win- Rome, Italy. This is one of her tion in
to
be
,satisfactory.
Lexington this week.
county so all to enable us to city at Columbus, Ohio, it is• an- body from Berlin where the colter maneuvers at the base of Mt. rare appearances in public for
ENTERS VANDERBILT
rmine where students should n unced.
onel was deputy American eom.
and Mrs. Gracean M. Ped- FY/fi, Japan's most famous moun- she has been living in semi-priv- PROCLAIMS SCOUT WEEK
's William H. Morris, son of Mr.
d school.
missioner. Mary Magdalene Bab- ley and son, David, left Sundry tain.
Mayor Clifton Hollowell Issued and Mrs. J. E. Morris, Detroit,
acy for several weeks. The diW. Nichols. I would like to
Mr. and Mrs. William Ides cock of New London, Conn., who for Venice, Fla., where they will
Private Willoughby entered the vorce would free Ingrid to marry a proclamation this week declar- MM., Matriculated at Vanderthe city lltnits extended, so a d son, Billy, of Paducah, visit- says she has been Babcocit's wife spend several weeks visiting
Army in Febrgary, 111411, receiv- Roberto Roesellini, Italian direc- ing the week of February 6-11 as bilt University, Nashville,'Tenn
we could all be one happy ed his parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. for 34 years, also attended the Cadets Larry and Jackie
"Pedley, ed his basic training at Ft. ICnox. tor with whom abe fell in love Soy Scout Week" in Princeton this week, where he will stud'
7, and share our many mu- W. Blades. Waehington streets funeral a n d interment. (AP students at Kentucky Military and departed kw overseas duty while making • picture on In observance of the
organisation's law. His mother is the form,
privileges together.
Wirephoto)
last weekend Institute.
In January', 1141
Stromboli Isle. (AP Wirephoto) 40th anniversary.
Bawl Woodruff, of Princeton.

Mrs. Woodruff
Dies Friday Morning
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wail,
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parents on Carter's generation ... left to become U. S. minister to But 'twas only "Trip" a mournin' Where the tide of life So*
deeper,
Luxenbourg. It looked like the
he's in his early forties.
intgrak
for his dignity and tail.
and God's love draws
This space today is directed
He defends the Southerner's Viennese-born Mrs. Cafritz would Mr. Speight is ready now—but
down.
have a corner on the title until
primarily at the Johnnies-Comethe derned old form won't lift,
Toluidine blue, a dye used in propensity to reach for a pistol
the "veep" up and married.
•
procrastinators
—
the
Lately—the
calling
the
cop
or
the
instead
of
laboratories, has been found efSo he whittles out a 'dutchman'
In 1948, the Kentucky General Assembly created an AgriculBut, though the veep's salary
Once in danger of extenet
who al- fective in controlling bleeding.
lawyer. He remembers with
whilst he gives his quid a shift.
tural Production and Marketing Commission. We do not contend very wonderful people
ways have such good intentions
pleasure, though he does not de- is $30,000 a year, and he gets an
seals breeding on the Pribilo!
that "creating a commission" solves any problem. Often this is a
More than 36,000 acres of forest fend it, his relationship with a additional sum of $10,000 for Finally all things are shapin' to
things off
lands have been restored to a!
way to dodge one. However, it is believed sincerely that Kentucky's but who frequently put
were planted in Great Britain Negro boy who was, in Carter's spending money, he's not a wealfuture largely depends upon creating more sources of income for until it's too late.
•
1948.
thy
man.
His
income could be to determine what position they'll dance.
Usually these folks go around in
words, his "companion, body serthe state, which eventually will lead to more revenue for the state.
The staple food of big and
vant and.bodyguard." He blames described as "peanuts" when assume.
Of course, since agricultural production is the basic industry and it with a troubled conscience, very
Michigan is salvaging 10,000,worried because they forgot to do
the North and its interference for stacked up against the McLean,
is being demonstrated that marketing of farm products is just as
Needless to say, there will be tie fish is plankton, a great va:.
000 to 15,000,000 board feet of
important as producing them, one of the most important progressive something which they had every timber knocked down by heavy Bilbo's success at the polls. While Patterson, Mesta and Cafritz cof- scores of official funtions where ety of plants and animals carried
he acknowledged the area's back- fers. The veep loves to go to par- their presence will be a "must". by tides and currents.
steps Kentucky has made has been the creation of this Agricultural intention of doing, but which storms.
wardness, he claims it "is moving ties. So does his missus. Whether Already Mrs. Truman has anProduction and Marketing Commission and the possible results that simply escaped their attention.
The U. S. Bureau of Mines says
After you read this, there just
Thomas Jefferson recorded upward on every gauge by which they will go in for the dizzying nounced that the President and
may develop from it studies.
won't be any excuse!
planting spinach in his garden the progress of a civilization can Whirl of capital capering at the she are considering having sev- regular-price gasoline averaged
In naming Harry F. Walters, commissioner of agriculture,
81.9 octane rating in the summer
full speed demanded of the pacePerhaps by this time you are in 1811.
be measured."
eral dinners in the Barkleys' honLabor and statistics, as chairman of the Commission, Gov. Earle
setters seems very doubtful. Lo- or, and numerous private func- of 1949, compared with 801 in
thoroughly fed up with reading
"Any
abrupt
Fedgral
effort
to
Clements acted wisely, because Mr. Walters is in touch with the
Americans eat about 4.2 pounds
7 948.
about infantile paralysis and
end segregation as it is practiced cal society editors say it's too soon tions are being scheduled as well.
agricultural needs of the state and also, as a farmer, knows the
hearing about the fund-raising of spinach, farm weight, per capi- in the South today would not
•
Premium gasolines averaged
Looks like Mrs. Barkley will have
opportunities. This commission, of which he is chairman and
ta
in
a
year.
campaign. Newspapers and radio
only be foredoomed to failure but warns. By "abrupt" he doesn't enough to do just being Mrs. 88 octane rating in the summer of
Caldwell Clay, of Mt. Sterling is vice-chairman, is composed of
programs have been full of it for
The "black death" which swept would also dangerously impair specify whether he means fcr a Veep at other people's parties 1949, says the U. S. Bureau of
Aubrey J. Brown, Lexington; Odell Campbell, Monticello; John
Henry Cox, Madisonville; George B. Day, Taylorsville; Earl Gill, the past few weeks. The campaign Europe beginning in the 14th cen- the present progressive adjust. few months, a few years, or the without going 'in for big-time Mines, compared with 86 1 in
officially ended the last day of tury was plague.
ments between the races," he lapse of another century.
Russellville; Adam Kalb, Brooksville; Clarence Kindoll, Owenton;
hostessing on her own.
1948.
E. W. Richmond, Owensboro; Charles L. Taylor, Bowling Green; January, but certainly if you
failed
to
make a contribution and
John Thurmon, Hopkinsville; George Vieth, Covington; J. W. Walden,
take care of it right away, it
Midway, and Frank Wilson, Bardstown.
would be considered a part of the
The first report is a study of what the counties of Kentucky annual drive.
There are some inare producing. It gives a summary of corn, hay, tobacco, livestock, teresting figures
about polio
milk, sheep, wool, eggs and other products and an estimate as to which were provided to
me by
acreage, production and values. This is based on 1948 and, added to the Kentucky Chapter
of the Nathe figures of the federal agricultural census now being taken, ought tional Foundation in which
you
to give very accurate information as to what the state is producing. will
certainly be interested.
The next step, of course, is to ascertain theoretically what can
In the first place, there were
best be done with these products, and particularly in what manner 892 cases in Kentucky last year.
they can best be marketed. We are convinced from the way this This makes Irving Wayne, Jeffercommission has gone about its work that its intention is to make a son County Po-He-Fund Chairreal study of the situation rather than to develop a public program
man, a 'major prophet since last
ahead of actual accomplishments.
September, when we had only
—(The Lexington Herald) 425 cases, Mr. Wayne predicted a
total for the year of "nearly 700
cases."
But even Mr. Wayne didn't
know at that time how really
A policeman walking his dawn patrol in the very heart of St. critical the 1949 epidemic was
Louis the other morning met a young man dashing madly down the to be.
street yelling, "Get this thing off me." The "thing" proved to be a
Last year more than a thouspossum, which the arm of the law promptly cornered and turned
and polio patients were cared for
over to the local humane society. The young man, at last report, in Kentucky. This included the
was still running.
new cases, and those cases from
If this story had not come from soberly reliable sources—and
previous years which suffered
if it had happened elsewhere than in Missouri—we would put it severe paralysis which requires
down to nature-faking and invoke the memory of Teddy Roosevelt long-continuing treatment. The
to prove it that.
cost of treating the average polio
case is $2,000, but there are some
But things have been happening to Missouri lately that could
explain all sorts of departures from the routine of nature. It has stricken victims in Kentucky who
been rumored that shortly after one native son insisted on being have been under treatment since
reelected to the presidency, although already' buried hopelessly the epidemic of 1944 — who still
under landslides of irrefutable statistics and irreproachable authori- are being cared for and who have
ties, Missouri rabbits were seen chasing timber wolves deep into cost more than $10,000 each so far.
Last year there were two unKansas. This was wonderful while it lasted.
usual thing§ about our near-epiEven the dubious distinction of being pillored on the Moscow
stage in the play "Missouri Waltz" had had its redeeming features. demic of polio. First, it attacked
.ET'S SUPPOSE. Let's suppose you're a housemany more grown-ups than inWhen the Kremlin does it, every knock is a boost.
But now the pride of the state, the pride of the fleet, the only fantile paralysis usually does.
wife with a new toaster or a new electric range.
battleship still in commission, the "Mighty Mo", stuck on a mud Second, 52 of the 692 cases had to
Would it occur to you to call your electric company
receive iron lung treatment.
flat for a week!
That, my friends, costs lots of
to ask if they had enough electricity to operate your
If we were a Missouri possum, we might "go to town", too, and money.
find something ten times our size to chase. And, right now, if we
new appliance? Of course not. You know the power
Kentucky raised $268,000 for
were a Missouri citizen, we might take off and run.
polio last year. Of this amount
you need is yours to command. ... BEFORE YOU
—(The Christian Science Monitor) $134,000 (half the total) was
sent
to National Headquarters. This
NEED IT.
is under the formula which proKentucky On The March
vides half the amount raised be
Or suppose you're a farmer with a new milking
kept locally and half goes to the
machine, or a new water pump. You know you
National Foundation for its epidemic futld, and a vast research
can connect either — or both — to a KU
By Ewing Galloway
"The job for the Committee for Kentucky is.finished — the job program, Which is really the ultiout worrying whether the kilowatts are available.
.„..441,,,people of Kentucky has just begun." —Harry W. Schacter. mate hope of checking this dread
disease.
half
of
that
In the last
sentence the president of the Committee
You know, whether you're served by KU directThe Kentucky epidemic was so
lin Kentucky said a mouthful.
bad that the Natoinal Foundation
ly,
or indirectly through an RECC which KU serves
I was stunned when, several months ago, Mr. Schacter anhad to return to Kentucky $128,nounced that the Committee would wind up its job early in 1950. I
at
wholesale,
that the power you need is here.
800 from its epidemic special
thought the organization should have been continued indefinitely,
fund.
and it took me a long time to change my opinion. But now I can
That's
because
KU, for 38 years, has been buildOur quota this year is $500,000.
see that the original purpose was to give the people a true picture
It's a quota which must be raised
ing
ahead.
New
plants,
new power lines, new subCommonwealth
and
let
of oust
them see why we were, to use a
'at all costs. Kentucky, of all states,
baseball term, a cellar team in the league of 48 states. It was not
stations
...
all
are
here
when
Kentucky needs them.
has reaped vast benefits from
the purpose of the Committee for Kentucky itself to carry out the the
national funds. In the space
big job of making us a first division team.
A wise, sound plan of expansion has kept KU's
of five years, we had two very
The Committee might have quit two years ago and called it a black years for polio.
electric supply ahead of demand for 38
We do not
good job, but by continuing until now it got some kind of better- known when it
will strike again
certainly won't be abandoned now. Today . . . toment work started in at least 100 of the 120 counties.
The money must be forthcoming.
civic
That
improvement organizations already at work will
And just for the sake of the
morrow . . . or in 1960 . . . the power you need
continue indefinitely there is no reason to doubt. And new ones skeptics who are
prone to worry
is HERE!
will be organized. For the state at large there are already three about how much of
our money is
statewide agencies for making Kentucky a better state. These are
wasted, here's another interesting
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, the Agricultural and Indus- fact. The total
administrative cost
trial Development Board, and the Bureau of Community Service of of the Kentucky
Chapter is only
the University of Kentucky.
two and six-tenths cents out of
Atteast one more organization is needed — one for health and • every dollar
contributed. In othpublic welfare. Possibly one for education; certainly if the Parent- er words,
ninety-seven and fourTeachers are not the right organization for the job.
tenths of every dollar you give,
Most of the leaders in the Committee for Kentucky will be actually goes into
the trenches in
available to local organizations when big meeetings are to be held. the death battle
with The CripMr. Scheeler himself still belongs to us.
.
pler.
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Health Authoi ities
To Search for Cause
Of Prematurity

Pa'. Throe

Ky. Farm News

SNAKE IN THE BED
Singapore -- (Al') — A Python
sought to lie down with as multipical commissioner the other
night and died for his effrontery.
Pat Johnson explained he normally goes to bed without putting
on the light, but "this time It was
lucky I did, or I would have had
a nasty bedfellow." He killed the
snake with a stick and brought
the python to his office the next
morning to prove it.

COAT WALKS AWAY
Chicago
Al';(
A $2,000
mink coat was draped over a
chair in a north side restaurant.
It belonged to Mrs. John A.
Heinzelman. She am, her table
companions paid no particular
attention to it. But a blonde did.
The blonde simply picked it up,
walked out and vanished.

Ninety-three tobacco crops
grown by 4-H'ers in 11 central
A nation wide campaign to deKentucky counties totaled 70,518
termine the cause of prematuri.,
pounds, selling at an average of
ty, leading cause of infant deaths,
$50.32 per hundredweight.
has been Inaugurated by public
Mrs. Jesse Mitchell of Warren
health agencies and authorities in
Alton L. Blakeslee
does or buffers."
county Is completing the landTo Albert Einork
maternal
child
and
health
so that
Explaining part of his philoscaping of her home, following
s paradise just to study
suggestions from the College of
sophy, he writes that "even when a preventive program, designed
of our universe.
Agriculture and Home Economics,
I was a fairly precoeious young to reduce the infant death rate,
at scientist writes about man the nothingness of the hopes may be obtained, said Dr. W. L.
University of Kentucky.
county.
are chapter of autobio- and strivings which chases most Cash, Caldwell county health oft dovin the
Four hundred and thirty farms
It is expected that 800,000 bushnew
a
notes
in
book,
ficer.
FEDERAL LAND BANK
make
men restlessly through life came
in the northern part of Caldwell els of Corn in Henderson county
Einstein: Philosopher- to my consciousness with considDr. Cash said that weight of a
county have been connected with will be sealed under the governLOANS
the latest volume in erable vitality."
baby is a dependable and useful
electric power lines since August. ment price support plan.
Offer
ry of Living Philoso- . "Moreover,
determining
of
prematurity
way
,
Harve
McBrayer
of Rowan
I soon discovered
Tithint
Dan Broady, 4-Her in Hart
that
and
Mr.
J.
F.
Blackerby,
county
is bad.i.'
has
bought an electric re- county, sold 506 pounds of tobacco
the cruelty of that chase, which
CHEAP MONEY TO
wrote the autobio- in those years was much more State registrar of births and
frigerator and deep freezer for for $285.94, or an average of
the pae4
deaths,
urges
FARMERS
the
cooperation
winter
Through
of
1048-47,
the
of
Star,
use in his farm home.
carefully covered up by hypo$58.51 per hundredweight.
all parents and attendants at
n, in longhand.
THREE
RIVERS
NAT'L
FARM
the oeia
crisy and glittering words than
The Waverly Homemakers Club
Pulaski
county
farmers in 15
1 sit in order to write, in the case today. By the mere ex- births in providing accurate and
LOAN AWN.
is f
in Union county reported that all years have increased,their (obaccomplete
information
for birth
e of 67, something like istence of his stomach, everyone
how, eve
of its 33 members had mall boxes co crops from an average of 680 Loans made on good farms
obituary," he begins. was condemned to participate in certificates.
with names, and mounted on good pounds on 1,900 acres to 1,618 from 10 to 33 years
at 4% inThe new forms, in use since
70.)
that chase.
posts.
pounds on 3,530 acres.
3 linxN
terest on amortized payments
January
1,
1949,
have
a
section
at
usual
recording of
t the
Spring Hill Homemakers Club
"Moreover, it was possible to the bottom of the
certificate labces, people, and events. satisfy the stomach by such parrung ag;ce,
was the first one in Hickman
Parker "21" Pen
Einstein tells how his ticipation, but not man in so far eled "For Medical and Health
county to report every member's
rig great;
Use
Only."
Information
$5.00
in
this
leveloped, leading to his as he is a thinking and feeling
J. D. ALEXANDER
mail box painted and stenciled.
ugh up a
section is confidential, and is not
WALKER'
:y of relativity.
S DRUGS
Herman Sears of Knox counbeing.
Secretary - Treasurer
change
copied or photostated when copAss, the essential in
Dial 3351 — Princeton, Ky.
"As the first way out, there ies of certificates are issued. SUFFERING FROM BURNS: Hoy Kulberda, 4, is tended by a nurse ty reported getting 65 per cent
and
JEWELRY
man
hospital
in
a
of
type
of
my
at
lies
Perth Amboy, N. J., where he is being treated for egg production from his flock of
lad as sin,
was religion, which is implanted Items in this section, among
Dial 3211
infected burns. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kulberda, have 100 New Hampshires.
• WHAT he thinks and into every child by way of the
or less,
which is weight at birth, are imAs, not in what he traditional education-m achin e.
been arrested and charged with criminal neglect. They were reDuring December, a load of 30
, Leader
portant, and incomplete and inleased on $2,000 bail each. Roy was found in his parent's two-room high grade Guernsey heifers was
aper goes
Thus I came — despite the fact accurate birth certificates are
a home after his grandmother, Mrs. Martha
Kulberda, signed neglect distributed throughout Meade
that I was the son of entirely ir- serious hindrance to the public
charges. His mother, Elizabeth, 23, said her ion "backed into a hot county in lots of two or three.
religious parents — to a deep health program.
stove." (AP Wirephoto)
Elmer Moore of Madison counreligiosiity, which however,found _
r wIs
ty got an average of more than
st the
an abrupt ending at the age of 12. pression that youth is intentionally being deceived by the state
25 eggs per hen in one month
shape any
"Through the reading of popuJames William Martin, of route my work_ After the second bottle
through lies; it was a crushing
from his flock of 516 crossbred 4, Lewisburg, Tenn.,
CALL 22Ie
I'll re •
lar scientific books I soon reachhas been a of HADACOL I felt better and
impression.
HampshireCUNNINGHAM
Barred
familiar
Rock
,
Apt
and popular figure at now after five bottles of HADAbirds.
wn a
K
ed the conviction that much in
thousands
Suspicion
of
old
fashioned
against
enter- COL I feel like I sin a new man.
every
A
total
of
kind
of 436 4-H club boys
.1ete insurance Service
town,
the stories of the Bible could not
tainments throughout Tennessee I am going to continue to take
authority grew out of this experand seven girls are carrying agri- since
in W. market It.
life
be true. The consequence was a
he was just a boy because HADACOL to help keep welL"
ience, a sieeptical attitude tocultural projects in Graves the oldtimers claim that young
Martin is just one of countless
positively fanatic (orgy of) freewards the convictions which were
Bill can really make a bull fiddle thousands who suffered because
By David M. Mason
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thinking coupled with the imalmost
unanimous
approval
of
"sweet
talk
music."
of
a deficiency of B vitamins and
alive in any specific social enSt. Paul, Minn. — Made-to-or- performance by commercial swine
These fans really missed Mar- certain minerals which HADAvironment — an attitude which
tin's music when he did not ap- COL brought to him.
has never left me, even though der hogs have their snouts firmly producers and breeders from
pear in his regular program on
A lack of only a small amount
exte
later on, because of a better in- implanted in the corn belt. They more than 20 states and Canada."
the great 50,000 watt WLAC radio of the B Vitamins and certain
station in Nashville, Tenn., re- Minerals will cause digestive disPribilof
sight into the casual connections, go by the cryptic names of Min- As an example, Freking said, 10
cently. In fact, they missed him turbances ... Your food will not
No. 1 sows gave-biftnO 99 pigs
it lost some of its original poigred to a
for the two weeks that he suf- agree with you . . . You will
nesota No. 1 and No. 2.
and raised 79 to breeding age.
nancy.
ferred the horrors of nervous in- have an upset stomach ... You
If a big-boned, over-fat ham
digestion and kindred ills.
One litter—instead of being a "ton
"It is quite clear to me that the peeves
will suffer from heartburns, gas
Phone 2441
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logs.nd lit
litter" in six months—weighed
religious paradise of youth which
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your stomach, and you will not
2,017 pounds in five months.
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be able to eat the things you like
chop, or if you get bacon that
University of Minnesota hog
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for
fear of being in misery afterals ca
should have been tossed into the men
wards. Many people also suffer
and growers point out that
the 'merely-personal,' from an exlard kettle, you have not encoun- hogs
from
constipation. And while
are now bought by packing
istence which is dominated by
"Not For A Day But For All Time"
these symptoms may be the retered the new breeds.
Mines ine
houses chiefly on a weight basis.
wishes, hopes and primitive feelsults
of
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Dr. L. M. Winters, University Hogs
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of Minnesota animal husbandman about
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the same price, regardless of
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meat faster and cheaper.
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th 86.1
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marketing system.
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world beckoned like a liberation,
but 4 of the necessary Minerals.
Poland China.
It comes to you in liquid form.
and I soon noticed that many a
The new breeds were first reother Electric Appliance - Phone 3726.
easily assimilated in the blood
man whom I had learned to esstream so that it can go to work
leased to the public Sept. 17-18,
James William Martin
teem and to admire had found
tight away.
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Within a year there were
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that
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fore, why countless thousands
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m) McConnell, Princeton, Kentucky, 128 E. devoted occupation with it. The and 58 No. 2 herd owners. There
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were 9,751 No. l's and 856 No.
in St., and he will call on you.
sonal world within the frame of
sweeter because Bill feels better So, it matters
2's on the books, but only a small
not who yew are
now than he ever did before be- ..
the given possibilities swam as
not when y the
part of any hog breed is regiscause he has learned the blessings . . .itormatters
if
you
the highest aim half consciously
have
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of HADACOL.
tered. Some swine growers raise
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Here is Martin's own statement this wonderful
and others cross them with older
a
mind's eye.
about the blessings that HADA- trial. Don't go on
Demi
breeds.
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continue to Mad a
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The new line offers plenty of
am only 24 years old but Many persons who have wallbmod
present and of the past as well
nave suffered with the horrors of and waited for 10 to 10 years
consumer appeal: less-fat, smallse
as the insights which they had
nervous indigestion. No food I ate even longer, are able new
/he
er-boned hams; pork chops with
digested well. I suffered severe happy, comfortable Dv,.le
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ifslia
a bigger center and bacon with
headaches. I had difficulty sleep- because HADACOL supplied
Princeton, Ky.
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indigestion
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fected my work. I was run down yovrseiL Give HADACOL a trial.
table and alluring as the road to
For the swine growers' opinion,
and nervous and for a time Demand the genuine BADACOL
the religious paradise; but it has
thought
I would have to give up Accept no substitutes.
several were interviewed by The
proved itself trustworthy, and I
Associated Press. Generally they
expressed approval of the new
lines.
Claude H. Hormel, managfr of
the P. D. McMillan Land
Co.,
Hollandale, Minn., said "our opinion is that No. l's and in somewhat lesser degree No. 2's hate
been one of the more important
recent contributions aiding swine
producers of the Middle West toward more economical and profitable pork production."
Gerald Frcinkl, Irvington, Iowa,
says he crossed Duroc females
with No. 1 males and his litters
were increased from a previous
eight or nine to eleven or twelve.
"Much to my amazement, these
litters were very strong, healthy
and vigorous and seemed to have
everything in the line of strength
and liveliness that my previous
smaller litters had."
Frankl then crossed the DurocNo. 1 pig with the No. 2. The pigs
from this cross were larger and
gained weight very rapidly, he
said.
Another swine raiser,
Len
Freking, Heron Lake, Minn., said
his No. l's and No. 2's "met with
The Styleline D. Luxe 4-Door Seder,
have never regretted having
chosen it.
The book is edited by Dr. Paul
Arthur. Schilpp of Northwestern
University. Twenty-five internationally prominent scientists
a n d philosophers contributed
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ing upon Einstein's scientific
theories and his philosophy.
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LACKED FAITH
SUMS UP IMO ILLS
New York - (AP) - One of
Philadelphia
(AP)
the sports highlights of 1949 was
byterian pastor says ,
CHRIST
FIRST
IAN
the Kentucky Derby performance
has the answer to loo s
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
of Ponder in the face of the deportant problems. The
Service
s:
precating opinion of Trainer Ben
thur D. Williams said:
School
Church
9:45
m.
at
a.
Jones. In addition to the Derby
"We need better leso,,
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
win, further consolation for Jones
dom from fear and hei;,
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
By David Taylor Marke
comes from the record that shows
Mal cripples. Thou, are t
Sunday.
When we look a child in the that the late Sam Hildreth of
people today who art
Evening Worship at 7:00.
eye, noting his posture, gait and Rancocas Stable fame also once
brand any and all who
Choir Rehearsal each Wednessmile as he faces his world with lacked faith in a horse. In 1915,
ly about the sholt
day at 7:00 p. m.
all needed caution and every while training for August Belcity as subversh,
needed confidence, we know that mont, Hildreth had a colt named
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
this Is that mail., ,
here are the evidences of success Norse King which he sold to Max
achieved in parenthood.
SUNDAY
zens see wrong and al,
Hirsch for $175. Some time later
At the beginning of life, says he paid $15,000 for a horse named
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
speak and act beraik,
Bonaro W. Overstreet, noted Sam McMeekin. When the BrookWEDNESDAY
smear threat."
lecturer and educator, in the mag- lyn Derby was run, Sam
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
Mczinc National Parent-Teacher, Meekin was third. The winner:
8:11 o'clock, Choir Praetior
RAT COSTS $2 A Tau
the all-important variable is the Norse King.
New York -(AP)
confidence the child has in oth- •
_
—
OGDEN METHODIST
of the farmers' greats%
whether
he will experience fear.
er people, primarily in his parRev. Joseph II. Callender, Pastor
each eat an estimated
"Parents need not be villans to
ents. The degree of this confiChurch School, 9:45 o'clock
of food per year. Thii
dence will determine directly do harm to a child's sense of conMorning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
what the animal wastes,
whether or not he feels it safe fidence. They need only be
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
ways destroys about is
to reach out toward his world or moody or full of self-pity or, for
6 o'clock
it eats. It is figured that
that matter, full of anxiety. The
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
uses the
mother whose own worries and
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 STUC IN OIL DRUM: :'bby Morgan, 5, Is about to get out this of grain eequivalent of Ii
per year.
exasperations a r e channeled
o'clock
oil drum with the help of his mother, Mrs. Arlene Morgan (left),
through her hands to her newseveral
neighbo
rs, the fire department and an ambulance crew at
Minnesota, "Land of
born infant - and experienced
FIRST BAPTIST
Pasadena, Calif. He got into it while playing. A hack saw and and lakes,"
by him as roughness - creates a
actually
H.
G.
Hatter,
M.
Pastor
tin saps slipped him out 30 minutes later. (AP Wirephoto)
than 11,000.
danger situation that he has no
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
01.
power to appraise. So does the
WEEDS HELP ART
ATOMIC AGE GARAGES
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
father who is indulgent one day YOUNG WOMAN DOES MAY4'8 WORK: Mrs. Margaret Pallas, 22The Fahrenheit scale
Los
Angeles
Trainin
5:45
Washington -(AP)- Under- after
m.
p.
Union
g
(AP)
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year-old
divorce
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and stern the next and who
Gabriel Daniel F
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a
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e
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But
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g
p
construc
ground garages that would not a German physicist.
tion job on Chicago's south side. She takes turns in an
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Carolin
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to
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Martin
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Prayer-Wednesd
they
e
are
ay,
eight-h
our day digging trenches, mixing cement and carrying tile
to know what is expected of him,"
only help the parking problem
7:15 p. m.
the raw material of art. Mrs. Marpipe, receiving a $10 daily wage. She had tried office
she says.
work for a
EXPERTS A6PE!
tin
strips
the
blossom
buds
s but might some day serve as
and
Not even the kindest and wis- year, but gave up when she became ill. Behind her is her boss,
'THAT MILK FRoi;i
from weeds in her back yard and "atomic bomb shelters" were
est parent, however, can prevent Donald Buss, 31, a contractor, who says he and Mrs. Pallas intend ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC.
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vacant lots and fashions them into proposed at a meeting of the DisPRINCETON
the child from experiencing some to be married. She has a two-year-old daughter who is cared
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s
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CHURCH (Jr THE IMMACUshe continues.
, gear-step up production with
IS THE
What parents can do is to creI Dr. Salsbury's Avi-Tab. Just
LATE CONCEPTION,. EARL- der six inches high. The smallest Traffic Advisory Board.
tion when the child needs to be
•
FINES'
bouquet
a
is
tucked
ate
so
large and steady a frameinto a bead
mix in mash for 10
INGTON
which serves as a vase. She uses
work of confidence that the in- reassured by attention, approval
Some 10,000,000 gallons of frozdays, watch birds
interest in the child's accomplishFirst,
third
and
fifth
Sundays. such odd objects as .22 caliber
cidental fears and frustrations of
pick up! Avi-Tab
n concentrated orange juice
ments, and good will in the
Preachi
ng
services
Saturday Mass at 8 o'clock.
cartridges, buttons and pill box
daily life assume their proper prohieconomical,eatry
vere produced in the 1949 season.
child's presence toward other and Sunday had a good
attendportions.
Second and fourth Sundays, covers as bases and supports.
to give. Ask for
people.
ance.
There were 70 present at
Head
of
They
the
can,
Los
Angeles
she
says,
Garden
give
love
Dr. Salsbury'.
Mass at 10 o'clock.
They can give the child a Sunday School.
Club's miniature section, Mrs.
expressed in terms the child can
Avi-Tab.
chance to try his nein hand at
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
The condition of Mrs. Annie
understand - physical gentleMartin has won two first prizes
loving,
OUTWO
not
merely
OD VETERAN'S HOS- for her
at being lov- Rogers is improved.
WOOD DRUG STORE ness, gentleness of voice, attenwork at the International
ed-a chance to show affection,
Mr. Robert Wolfe and family PITAL CHAPEL
Flower Show.
to give help, to give gifts, to coFirst, third and filth Sundays,
are moving to the farm that he
operate in all sorts of ways.
bought in the Sinking Fork com- Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Although it is one of the nearThey can set up rules steady
Second and fourth Sundays, est stars,
munity. They have our best
Sirius is 8.6 light years
enough so that the child knows
Mass
8
at
o'clock.
wishes.
I away from earth.
what is expected of him, and
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Owing to the ill health of Mr.
they can obey those same rules
Rev. William Borntraeger is
and Mrs. N. I. Teasley, of Cedar
Liquid nitrogen will quickly
themselves.
Bluff, their daughter, Mrs. Les- pastor and the Rev. Richard chill a piece of metal
to minus
When they have to require lie
Ladd and family have moved Clements is assistant pastor.
320 degrees Fahrenheit.
strict obedience from a recalciwith
them.
5141
child, they can give him
Miss Nola Wilson was the din- FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
every chance to save his pride.
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
ner guest of Mrs. Zora Wilson
They can provide rich occasSunday School every Sunday
and Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd
ions for shared experience-tamSunday. Mr. and Mrs. Rat;liff afternoon at 2:30.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Preaching every second and
Rogers and Mr. and Mrs. Denzil
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
STOMACH SUFFERERS Crowe and Paul called in the fourth Sunday afternoons at William E. Cuaningham, pastor
2:30.
afternoon.
GET AMAZING RELIEF
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Prayer meeting every SaturMr. and Mrs. Charles Haile
The HARVEY STOMACH
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
TREATMENT goes further spent Saturday night and Sun- day at 7:30 p. m.
Young People's Service 6:00
HEN you let us arrange a personal loan to take cars of
day
with
than Most stomach treatments
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon
p.m.
oil your bills you only have one monthly payment to make
Rogers.
Mr. McGowan and fami- NORTHSIDE BAPTI
on the market today. It is made
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
ST
instead of several ... AND you actually save money on payup of four different medicines. ly and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Wednesday evening
Preaching-11 a. in,
prayer
ments.
One of the main ingredients is Wayne Haile and family visited
The Kentucky Rendering Works will p
service 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School-10 a. M.
arrange
d to fie your needs. You
Our Repayment Flans are
them a while Saturday night.
belladonna.
Evening Worship-7 p. in.
choose the plan that best fits your income If you need •
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacy visWe guarantee this wonderful
up your dead stock promptly, free of cho
Hour of Prayer-Wednesday,
medicine to relieve ulcer pains, ited at Cobb last week.
loan, come in or phone us today.
Mr. Dixie Coleman and family Ladd and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
and on sanitary trucks which are disinf
HOURS-DAILY 900 TO 5:00-SAT. 9:00 TO I:00
nervous and leek of pep feel- recently visited Mr. Merrick and Kermit Vinson and children, Mr.
Earl Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
ing. Compare its price with family at Princeton.
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie McCor- Winters, Mr. Horace Vinson, Mr. Cteomulsioci relieves promptly because
other stomach preparations.
It
goes
right
the
to
seat
of
trouble
the
Start this treatment today - mick, Mrs. Zora Wilson, Mrs. L. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and sons,
to help loosen and expel germ
there is no need to suffer. Ask W. Rogers and Mr. Aaron Rogers Mrs. Robert McAlister, Jr., Mr. phlegm and aid nature to sootheladen
and
your druggist for Harvey Tab- visited Miss Nola Wilson Satur- Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hart, heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Stone and lit- mucous membranes.TeD your druggist
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and tle daughter.
WOOD DRUG STORE
We pay all phone charges.
with the understanding you must like
Mrs. Zora Wilson recently visitMr. and Mrs. Faye Herndon the way it quickly
PRINCETON, KY.
allays the cough
ed Mr. and Mrs. Claude Lindsey have been visiting their son, C. or you are to have your money back.
Phone 3698
Princeton, Ky
at Providence.
H. Herndon. at Terre Haute,
Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly, Mr. Ind.
'
for Coughs.ChostColds,Bronchitis
and Mrs. Denzil Fuller and children, Linda, Wanda and Gary,
recently visited the Teaaleys and
Ladds, of Cedar Bluff.
Rev. G. V. Meadows and Mr.
Ellis were guests of Carl Rogers
and family, the Higdons and
Lacys Sunday.
Among the out-of-community
members and visitors attending
church Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Hart and Joby, Mr.
and Mrs. Bowman, Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley M,
'
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ily outings, picnics, evenings toDELIVERED HERE
gether around the fire, and all
5
-Pass
enger Streamliner
the rest.
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They can, on many occasions,
tiatf Atmil leKal taxes, Woo,
expand the family circle, to inbenne,
optional elpipxyanot end
ocersseries
clude friends and neighbors,
—extra. Prerits sakjeri ID (bone
so
arid...!
Prkes woe, wryis
that the child will not feel confiurrreinsiliorg cOraiorerwilief Alt to
Jr+wipertalion diffrriwials.
dent only with hia family.
the year 1949 was such a big year in the growth of
As long as we live, concludes
telephone facilities and service, we thought you would
Mrs. Overstreet, we meet situations in which we have tremenlike to know some of the facts and figures. Here's the
dous emotional stakes and in
story of the year in brief:
which we must variously depend
upon others. Perhaps this means
that as long as we live we will
be, in some measure, subject to
New Telephones
New Buildings
fear - not merely survival fear
More than 52,500 new telephones were inbut ego-survival fear.
Eight new buildings or building addition
s
stalled in Kentucky last year! That's a lot of
Nonetheless it is possible for
sere completed in the state last year and
telephones, requiring the addition of huge
us, through loving and learning,
work is under way on other new building
quantities of wire, cable, poles, central office
once we get a slant on the condiprojects for 1950.
equipment and new buildings or building
tions that breed unnatural fears,
additions.
to start our children early on
the fine, high road that leads toPeople at Work
wand confidence and seW-conRural Telephones
At the close of 1949 there were more
findence.
than
Many construction crews were busy string4,500 people employed by Southern
Bellin
ing lines in rural areas throughout the state
Kentucky. Wages for these men and women
last year and many thousands of new rural
amounted to millions of dollars--a substantelephones were installed.
tial contribution to trade and prosperi
ty
throughout the state.
In case of damage to
Money Spent
your building Rent InThis vast expansion and improvement of
Kentucky and the South are growing as
surance reimburses you
telephone service in Kentucky in 1949 cost
never before and we are continuing our
for the money tenants
allmore than $10,500,000. This was over and
out effort to make telephone service conmay have paid you, and
Ever since the day we first put
the new
above other millions of dollars paid out in
tures and compare prices
it absorbs the expense
stantly more valuable and available to more
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and say it's •
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Kentucky for operating expenses.
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Old Pro Says Golf Homemakers News
Is Tops Right Now

Otter Pond
r. and Mrs. John Hughes have
Thomas Jones, student at Mur- ty}
"Hang pictures only a few inchhased the B oyd Campbell ray College, spent several days
I
--Willlkrri. R. (Bill) es above furniture or other oblocated on the Flatrock road. with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. F.
Mackenzie, who hits grine through jects of which they are grouped",
iss Debbie Butts has been E. Jones.
!I the eras of golf, says the said Mrs. Ray Martin and Mrs.
usly ill at her home here.
Mrs. Charles Brocluneyer, Jr.,
Claude McConnell, major project
0 talent one is the stuff.
was taken to Princeton Mon- is attending Farm and Home
leaders of the Otter Pond HomeMackenzie, a professional for
for observation.
week in Lexington. She is a repmakers Club at their regular
41 years, compares the golfers of meeting
ifton Applegate, student at resentative of Lyon County HomeJanuary 17. Thie was also
with
today
those
when he first an all-day
ray College, spent the week- makers clubs.
meeting of which the
broke in and finds much to be afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale have
as guest of Mrs. Amble Fuller.
session was given to
happy about.
ss Bonnie King, student at moved to the horne of Ralph Parassist members in reworking and
Getting intoxicated back yon- making old picture frames usuel Women's College, Hopkins- is near the Riley Cafe.
spent the weekend with
der was an established ritual for able.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Alton, 111., spent the
most players at a tournament. "Good Grooming", the minor
weekend
"They got drunk each night and project, was given by Mrs. Al8.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
they did it because each knew that bert Hartigan and Mrs. Kelley
ss Mary Louise Turley has Coy Moore. Mrs. McElroy will
since his opponent was doing the Martin had charge of recreation.
rned to Glendale, after spend- remain for an indefinite visit.
same thing there would be no
Twenty-three members and
several days with her parents,
Several members of the Cumadvantage for anyone," Macken- five visitors were served pot-luck
and Mrs. Henry Turley.
berland Presbyterian chorch, inzie says.
lunch. Members were Mesdames
FS. Ethel Guess, Princeton, cluding Y. P. group, attended a
Purses were not big enough to L. B. Sims, Sr., Ramey Johnston,
t last week with her daugh- Youth Fellowship Rally at the
worry about and in the second Ray B. Martin, W. S. Denham,
Mrs. Dock Baker, and Mr, Cumberland Presbyterian church
place there were four country Moseoe Mitchell, Homer Mitchell,
er and family.
in Princeton Sunday afternoon.
clubs for each professional and if Lucille P'Poole, Guy Shoulders,
Mrs. T. R. Akridge and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield are sponsors of the SMALL HERO: Paul Frank Bacon, 10, rests in bed after a dyna- his club didn't like his actions he L. B. Sims, Jr., Thomas White,
mite cap explosion at school inflicted 50 cuts on is chest, abdomen, would move on without batting Kelley Martin, Claude McCongroup.
arms
and legs at Burbank, Calif. Paul sighted the burning cap in an eye, the veteran Dallas Coun- nell, Jim Mitchell, Hyland MitchMrs. J. B. Sory is ill at her
ell, Charles Geiger, Albert Hartihome here, suffering with a se- a locker, picked it up, ran to.the door, and was about to throw it out try Club pro explains.
gan, Jimmie Mitchell, Collin
when the cap exploded. Police said his action saved several pupils
"If those guys hadn't been
vere cold.
Ladd, Lee Mashburn; Misses Robfromsbeing hurt. (AP Wirephoto)
golf
playing
liquor would have
Ladies Aid of the Cumberland
—
—
killed them," he grins. "They bie Sims, Dorothy Ferguson and
Presbyterian church have been1
Irene Mashburn.
could
work away the effects by
decorating and putting the finVisitors were Mesdames Jerry
playing
36
holes
of
golf
a
day."
ishing touches to the basement '
Holloway, Earl. Wood, George
Tournaments paid only about
of their new church.
Priddy, Billy McConnell and
$1,000 then with $500 to the first
Several from here visited Mrs.
Miss Wilma Vandiver.
place winner. Today first place in
Nellie E. Bunton at the Princeton
any tournament draws more than
Cobb
Hospital Sunday afternoon.
By Frank Eck
Sox- It was impossible for them $1,000. And there are many more
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Kunnecke,
Cobb Homemakers held its
New York — One week before to win for Red Rolfe's Bengals tournaments.
Calvert City, spent the weekend the 1949 baseball season
Mackenzie figures the new or- regular meeting at the home of
ended, had only four games left to play.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Casey Stengel was besieged
by The fourth place Cleveland In- der in golf really started when Mrs. V. T. White January 24. The
Cecil Brasher.
lesson was on picture selection
writers who sought his opinion dians had seven left.
Francis Ouimet, a youngster, beat
and arrangements.
Mr. Virgil Tackwell is seriously on whether the Yankees or Red
the
great
Harry
Vardon
and
Ted
As far as Rolfe is concerned,
Mrs. Earl Wood gave the lesill at his home in the Flatrock Sox would win the American
Ray
in
the
1913
National Open.
everything happened in reverse
son and Mrs. Clyde Wood gave
community.
League pennant. Sengel took off the final week.
"That's when the youngsters
The then freshthe minor lesson on good groomMrs. Amble Fuller has return- his cap, scratched his head and man manager saw the Indians started thinking about golf," MacIII1.11111111111
ing.
said:
1111111111111
ed from Detroit where she spent
win all seven games while the kenzie declares. "Until then it
Present were Mesdames Earl
several weeks as guest of her
"Hey, wait a minute, if this Tigers lost their four, each to the was considered an old man's
Wood, Clyde Wood, J. W. Dunn,
daughter, Mrs. Buddy Fox, and things lasts much longer the De- Indians. Even one win for Detroit game."
Herman White, Guy Louellen,
Mr. Fox.
troit Tigers would win it."
in that final week would have
Today there are free children's Elizah Lamb, Otis Smiley,
One
and
At that juncture the Tigers given the Tigers a tie for third classes at country clubs like the
Mrs. Ernest Tackwell,
Mr.
Bryant and Miss Wilma VanDetroit, have been called home by were in third place, 71
/
2 behind place.
Dallas layout. There are good diver.
the illness of his brother, Virgil the deadlocked Yankees and Red
However, Stengel's opinion that golfers everywhere you go.
The next meeting will be held
Tackwell.
the
Mackenzie was born at Mont- at the home of Mrs. Herman
Tigers would be tough was
She
is
at
the
home
of
her moths_ljev.2Charles Bunce, pastor of
shared by many. Now they are rose, Sctoland, and became a pro White.
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian er, Mrs. Mattie Rice, convalesc- more than
a dark horse team for at the age of 19. He came to
ehurch, Paducah, filled the pul- ing.
1950 because of two moves made America in 1909 and got his first
pit of the First Presbyterian
Mrs. John F. Rice was the Sun- during the winter. They obtained job as an assistant pro at Nassau
•Exclusive "Midget" Pilot
church Sunday night.
day afternoon guest of Mrs. J. C. Gerry Priddy from the Browns Country Club at Glen Cove, N. Y.
—operating over 40 hours
Mrs. Lawrence Harper return- Nall in Marion.
to play second base and Dick He came to the Dallas Country
on a gallon of oil—assures
ed to her home in Lincoln Park,
Mrs. Nellie E. Bunton is a pa- Kryhoski from the Yankees to Club in 1918 and, except for sevfuel economy the PerfecMich., Saturday after spending
open at first base—against right en years at another Dallas course,
tion way.
several days with her mother, tient in the Princeton Hospital handed pitchers.
hasebeen there ever since.
Mrs. Florence Parr, and Miss Dir- suffering from a broken hip.
"Golf is a sport you can play
•Attractively styled to
On paper, the Tigers represent
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Will
Gillihand
othy Parr.
the most improved team in the no matter how old, you are," he
match the finest home furMiss Robbie McCracken and spent the weekend with relatives
American League. As such they says, "and it is a sport you can
nishings, you'll be proud
Miss Lemma S. Cruce, Clarks-\in Marshall county.
figure to be fighting for the play alone A good golf game is a 0400
44/47•0/11/ °WV
to show your Perfection
ville, spent the weekend as guests \ Mrs. Docie Freeman has repennant with the Yankees and good asset in business. I know
Heater to your friends and
of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett. turned home after a visit with
young fellows who get prospects You never know WHEN YOU'LL BE
Bosox.
tibighbors.
Mrs. Bill Smith has returned her daughter, Mrs. Arthur Yaninto golf games and make all SUED.Thousands of accidents happen
It
probably
will
be
Rolfe's
indell,
Yandell,
and
Mr.
near
Marfrom Princeton Hospital where
every day and one of them might intention to alternate Don Kollo- kinds of sales right out there on 110iVC
• And with a thermostat,
you futanciany. Don't take •
she underwent a major operation. ion.
way and Kryhoski on first base, the golf course."
you get FULLY AUTOchance. Enjoy Comprehensive PerLiability protection up to
sonal
with
Kolloway
getting the call
MATIC heat—no work, no
$10,000. for as little as $10.00 •
against southpaws. After Don ORANGE MARKS ROBBER
waste, no worry.
complete
Pasedena, Calif. — (AP) —
rear. Get
obtained from the White Sox last
Inf°""t"I
"Look
for
a
man
spattefed"
with
Clifton D. Pruett, Sr.
May he hit .294 in 126 games for
• Be wise — economize
orange
juice." That's the advice
Dial 3336
Detroit. He swings right handed.
with Perfection—your finREGULAR MEETING
The Tigers nev-n* did get much Hugh Smith, market proprietor,
est home heater value.
of a look at Kryhoski. He play- gave officers investigating a robMteual Insurance Company
ed only four games against them bery at Smith's market.
Smith said the thief got away
in '49, getting but four blows in
14 efforts. But after being option- but not scot-free. Mrs. Smith
7 O'Clock - Lodge Room
ELDRED HDWE. CO.
ed he batted .324 in 60 games. chucked an orange at the robber
•
Brothers Plan To Attend
All
With the Yankees, Kryhoski was as he fled, scoring a direct hit.
Phone 2751
used
only
against
orthodox
pitchHillery Barnett, Sec'y.
ers. In the event Kryhoski, who League batting crown last season with .3429. By hitting that
will be only 25 on March 24, fails
as a hitter, Paul Campbell (.278) high, he moved his seven-year
major league total from .297 to
can be moved in. The Tigers apparently are quitting on George .305. He now has hit above .300
four straight years, pretty good:
Vico and his .190 mark for 67
for a fellow who less than two
games last season.
seasons ago has his writ fracturThe addition of Priddy, obed by Vic Raschi and his jaw
tained from the Browns for $100,000 and Pitcher Lou Kretlow, is broken by a Joe DiMaggio bat.
The Tigers are long on pitching
Detroit's big move. They have
strength, have a good two-planeeded a second baseman ever
We are ready for the greatest February Sale in mans years. Our store is full of values that
toon catching department in
since Charley Gehringer hung up
will amaze you. Shop our store during this great sale and save many dollars.
Aaron Robinson and Bob Swift
spikes. Priddy fills the bill.
and an outfield of Vic Wertz,
•
v
Johnny Grath and Hoot Evers
•11
that is one of baseball's best.
homers.
It should be an interesting seaPriddy, a good double play man
Detroit
.
who four seasons teamed with son in
Phil Rizzuto, also figures t, help
2 PC. LIVING ROOM SUITE "2 END TABLES
Johnny Lipon, Detroit's 27-year• 2 TABLE LAMPS • COCKTAIL TABLE
old shortstop. Lipon is heading
• THROW RUG • SMOKER • MIRROR
for his third season and it could
Easy Terms
be his best.
Nita aos application SW,, altRACN-NOKOK,the ma., clean. Reliable nap W.in.
The one bright spot in Detroit's
$1.51. Prevent ITCH or severer Vo.wItS
infield is George Kell. The former
Malts r4-5 soar SS. At sloe Arm Owns
or from Stott. Laberstorlos Flacon... Ala
Athletic third baseman nosed out
WOOD DRUG STORE
Ted Williams for the American
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TONIGHT

Furniture Sale!
REGULAR $189.95

LIVING ROOM GROUP!
'139'

• 4 PIECE BEDROOM SUITE • COIL SPRING
• INNERSPRING MATTRESS
• PR. PILLOWS
• BEDSPREAD • 8 PC. VANITY SET

MATTRESSES

5 Pc. Solid Oak

BREAKFAST SET COAL RANGE

$39.95

$78.88

A big full size comfortable
innerspring mattress that
will give you long satisfactory service.

Solid oak. table has ten inch
extension. duran seat *Tn
chairs.

Full cast iron range, large
cooking top, 18 inch oven,
water reservlor.

Regular $7.00

Reg. $9.95 Nlah.

FELT BASE RUG

TABLES

$595

9 x 12

•

A large and beautiful sellection of patterns, full 9xI2,
beautiful colors.

passengers.
NEW RAIL
You'll also be interested to know that
during 1949 we added some 6,900 new
freight cars to our delivery fleet and
laid new and heavier rail on 309 miles
of main line track to better our service to Mid-America.

1...
-

309 Mit"
MAIN LINE

In accomplishing all this we paid our
own way, used our own property (paying
taxes on all of it) and received no subsidies
from any source. For the Illinois Central is
determined to earn the friendship and patronage
of the people along its lines.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
MAIN

LtNE

01' miD AMERiCA

In compliance with the Tax Laws of Kentucky,
the tax books are now open for inspection by tax-

Keg. $98.50 Cast

$17.95

9 x 12

The year's delivery service cost us $132,000,000
for wages, $70,500,000 for materials, supplies
and outside services and $30,000,000 for
taxes. These expenses, and all others, were
paid out of charges averaging IMO per
ton-mile for freight and 20 per mile for

REGULAR $159.95

BEDROOM GROUP!
'129'

Reg. $29.95 Innerspring

property. At the same time we carried
444 million passengers aboard our trains.

TAX BOOKS
NOW
OPEN

JORDAN'S FEBRUARY

17 PIECES

If you'll check back on all the "makings" of your
daily life, you'll find the Illinois Central shared
in delivering most of them to you. As
Mid-America's No. 1 delivery boy, we
hauled almost two million carloads
of freight a total of 575 million
miles last year. Some 37,500 Illinois
Central railroaders did the job with
$730,000,000 worth of transportation

'Most Improved Team'
Tag Seems To Fit▪ Tigers

PERFECTION

orks wil

Whenever you flip a light switch, buy shoes or
bake a cake, we're close to your daily life. For we
haul coal that generates electricity, materials that
make up shoes and the ingredients for cakes,

Reg.

$1.95

$29.95

Choice of — End Lamp, or
Cocktail Table. Glass top,
mah. finish.

A real special! Full seven
drawer, very attractively
etyled, lovely finish.

BUY ON JORDAN'S EASY TERMS

JORDAN FURNITURE CO.
INCORPORATED

Plus Tax
Accuracy, speed,
dependability In a
compact, easy-to-use, portable
machine for store, office, home or form use.

$39.95 Wel.

KNEEHOLE DESK

HopkMsville's Leading Home Furnishers

$107.50

h-l'ioronst

ADDING MACHINE

payers of Caldwell County.

They can be seen at my office in the
Courthouse

Companion to famous Smith-Corona office and
portable typewriters. Has an outstanding record
for durability and trouble-free operation. Totals
to 999,999.99; decimal and comma punctuation;
repeat key; clear signal printed automatically on
first stroke; self-aligning tape; new single-motion
paper ejector; many other valuable features.
Priced at only $107.50. Carrying case $16.25.
Taxes extra. Convenient terms.

CORNETTE'S
Incorporated

OFFICE - SCHOOL AND ARTIST SUPPLIES

Mrs.S. 1, Larkins

Six
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The Mystery Of
A Barnum Gadget

Wo4itefrvi parte

2,

Palm B•och Round
Between Open And
New Rochelle, N

The

R
sporbtn
i ng will
goif taue
touronnii
St. u.,nuventule, N. Y. - The
famous Fejee mermaid with
which Phineas T. Barnum made
hlliewn
Harold
by Ha
eL
. The(Jug)
)
a small fortune a century ago
Dr. and Mrs. B. K. Amos retournament director, sb„
Celebrates Fortieth
Let Me Remember April
startcredite
with
which
d
and
is
turned
Saturday night from a vathe 72-hole event will be
Return to me the sun-gold
Wedding Anniversary
ing him on the road to fame as
of forsythia's spray:
week after the US Opea
cation to points in Texas and
showman has been brought to
a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Route
Ira
Lax,
3,
Let me see in fullness
week before the PGA
Mexico.
again.
light
recentl
celebra
their
40th
y
ted
the burnished disk of day.
• • •
wedding anniversary. A host of
believe
preserv
oddity,
d
ed
The
T Palm Beach, formed,
Mr. and Mrs. Clay LeBlanc, of
friends and relatives gathered at
to be at least 127 years old, has
Let me remember April's
ed the Goodall
Shelby,
Miss.,
visited
Miss
Dorowhere
their
home
the honorees
the head, breast, and arms of a
dogwood star-like flowers,
thy Ann Davis here last weekagain will be held at the w
received many useful gifts.
female monkey and the tail of al
scent of rain and lilacs
Country Club here far the
A bountiful dinner was served end, enroute to Cincinnati, 0.
Franacquire
fish.
was
It
by
d
a
spilled on evening hours.
• • •
straight time. The fours*
at the noon hour from a table
ciscan friar, Fr. Irenaeus HerMrs. W. C. Williams and Mrs.
nament begins June 15.
centere
with
bouque
d
a
t
white
of
librari
scher,
OFM,
at
St.
an
Feel the high-flung moment,
chrystanthemums, a gift from Frank Wilton spent last WednesThe U. S. Open win,
Bonave
College
New
in
nture
,
moon-mist on a hill,
day in Paducah.
the children.
most certain to be arr,g
York State. Father Irenaeus reViolets and crocus,
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Lax,
ceived it as a gift from friends
bird-song hovering still.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. McConnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lax and
tchampion.l
w
0uo
e
oirpAlvl tp
nhgrg0
who bought it at an auction of
iM
t:tS
ioPnad
children, Phyllis and Larry; Mr. Louisville, visited her father, R.
the Stanford White Collection in
Let me remember April
and Mrs. Charles Lax and sons, S. Mason, a patient at Princeton
New York City.
part
Skies, gray-breasted dove,
Paul and Charles, Jr., Jackieand Hopital, last week. His parents,
gsh
o tphae F
to
Hillside swept with color,
The Fejee mermaid is now less
"f
rari:
t
Bobby Kennedy; Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McConnell,
Caddie Scholarship I:
than two feet long. Originally,
Touch of April love.
James Hutchinson and daughters, Eddyville Road, returned home
its length was closer to three ROBBERY VICTIM: Mrs. Stan- cipal beneficiary ag.„.
-Bessie Glen Buchanan
Brenda and Sara; Mr. and Mrs. with them to spend the weekend.
feet,
but it has shrunk and has ton D. Sanson, former New York the New Rochelle He
•
•
•
James Lax and daughter, AmerIn the eight prey
lost
part
of its tail.
show girl and model, sits in her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles Miller are
Cork - Hunter
rillis; Mr. and Mrs. Emery CanBarnum acquired the mermaid apartment at New York as police ments, only Ben Hosli,
/The marriage of Miss Christine non and daughters, Linda and visiting friends and relatives in
in the 1840's from Moses Kimball check the place for fingerprints by Locke of South
Clark, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sandra; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Maryville, Ohio.
• • •
of the Boston Museum,'who in following theft of jewelry valu- been two-time wine,
Ashley Clark, Princeton, and Mr. Cayce.
CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE PRESIDENT: President Tru- turn had bought it from
a sailor. ed at $428,000 and $500 in cash winners have been
Mrs. C. R. Lackey, Guthrie, and
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Cayce; Mr.
Vernell Hunter, son of Mr. and
man (left) congratulates bride and bridegroom after Major John
E. The sailor's father, a sea captain, late Saturday. Her husband is a ron, Paul Runyan,
Mrs. Floyd Hunter, of the Scotts- and Mrs. Robert Cayce and chil- Mrs. James Lackey, Clarksville, ItOrton and Drucie Snyder
were married at Washington Cathedral. purchased it in 1822 from a group Philadelphia hosiery manufactur- er and Sam Snead.
burg community, took place Sat- dren, Sandra and Bobby; Mr. and Tenn., spent Sunday with Mrs. L. Mrs. Horton is the daught
er of Secretary of the Treasury John Sny- of Japanese sailors. When it was er. They have homes In New
E.
Greer,
and
family,
Mrs.
James
West Main der and Mrs. Snyder. Maj.
Cayce; Mr. and Mrs.
urday, Jan. 14, in hopkinsville.
Horton, a White House aide, is the son exhibited in London in the same York, Philadelphia and Florida. RECORD HOLDER
Mr. Hunter, a veteran of World Leon Mitchell; Mr. and Mrs. Scott street.
of Leroy. Horton and the late Mrs. Horton, of Wichita, Kans.
Oslo -- (AP) - Unity
•
•
•
(AP year, hundreds flocked to view (AP Wirephoto)
Jones; Mr. and Mrs W. E. FowlWar 11, is engaged in farming.
rephoto)
the curio.
lions Secretary-General
Mr. and Mrs. Kimball Under:
The couple is at home with er: Mr. and Mrs. Pepper Jones
According to general belief, the ies of newspaper stories stating Lie. 53, still holds two
and daughters, Charlotte and wood, Paducah, attended the
spent
the bride's parents.
mermaid was the handiwork of a that a Prof. Griffin, "noted au- ords at the Norwegian
Kaye; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Haz- funeral of Mrs. Martha Lou
thority
on
anatom
y,"
had
found
tireless
Japanes
Club
e. Barnum himin 1917, while a rr,
zard and daughter, Mary Eliza- Woodruff here Sunday.
Birthday Party
self was aware that certain Japa- this particular specimen, believed the club. Lie ran the .
• • •
beth; Mr. and Mrs. George Hardgenuine
it
,
and
was
bringin
nese
g it In 23.6 seconds and rt,
artists manufactured a great
, A birthday party for Lila Kath- rick; Mrs. Howard Pickeri
ng and / Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff,
variety of fabulous animals, and to New York for exhibition. Bar- meters in the hop-step
erine Hale was given by her par- children, Sue and Johnnie
, and Mrs. William S. Rice and Miss
num
then engaged a special hall,
he later admitted his mermaid
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hale, S Mrs. Anna Taylor.
Katharine Garrett spent Sunday
was "no doubt . . . a specimen of hired a bogus "Prof. Griffin."
Jefferson street, January 24.
OFTEN CAPTAIN
Following the dinner, mlibic n Gallatin, Tenn.
The dining room table was dec- was furnished by the Cayce
• • •
By Betty Clarke
To view the oddity cost 25c.
East Lansing, Mich.
should be worn loose and care- that curious manufacture." But
and
orated in the birthday motif, cen- Mitchell quartet.
Beauty is as beauty poses - free if you wait a glamor picture he liked its realism. Its "mouth The huge throngs that came to Captaining teams is Sr.
and Mrs. George 0. Eld. was open, its tail
tered with a large cake with cansee
the
Fejee mermaid assured to LeRoy Crane, Mich4,.
turned over, and
red and Mr. and Mrs. Jelin Ed for a picture, that is.
If you are tempted to take a more its arms
dles. Individual favors were prethrown up, giving it the the future circus man that he had 1950 football captain.
Young left Wednesday for BradCrane
You'd be surprised how much sophisticated picture, don't
sented each guest.
until appearance of having died in great found a gold mine.
enton, Fla., for a 10-day vacation.
tamed football, basketball
of being photogenic depends on you upderstand more about how agony."
Games were played and a prize
• • •
baseball teams at Mt.
was won by Sam Joiner Steger.
To offset incredulity in metDr. and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal what you wear, how you stand to be 'photographed.
Mr. H. W. Nichols, and Mrs.
Light travels about 5,880,000,- Mich., high school before
8. If you are having a full maids, Barnum worked up
Guests were Deronda Ruth and Frank Rhodes
spent
last weekend in Murray, or sit, and your makeup kit.
a ser- 1 000,000 miles in a year.
ling at Michigan State
and daughter, Jane,
length
picture taken, you will
Many girls who are not even pretDonna Sue Cummins, Dona Jean of Mayfiel
d, will go to Cleveland, where Mrs. Rosenthal spoke to
••=1•••••••••••=1•••••••.•••••••
feel
awkard
and Patricia Wilcox, Emily Davis, 0., this
ty
unless
•
photogr
•=••••
you
aph
like
hold
dream
girls
weekend. They will be the Alpha Department of the
Ann McGregor, Peggy Elder, accompanied
because they know the tricks to something in your hands. Try
home by Mrs. Nich- Murray Woman's Club Saturday.
bolding a scarf, parasol or pretty
employ before the camera.
Marsha Bryant, Virginia Carol ols and Mr.
M. L. Orange, who They were guests of Mrs. J. G.
Jones, Marilyn and Sam Joiner have
Ray Jones, chief of the still de- picture hat.
been visiting the families of Welling and family and Mr. and
9. Wet your lips just before
Steger, Jim Morse, Billy Graham Willett
partment of a motion picture
Mrs. A. M. Wolfson.
and Bernard Orange.
house (Universal) believes any the photographer snaps the picMcCaslin, David Breck and Harture.
riet Hale.
To give baked apples a luscious girl can take a pretty picture if
Mr. C. T. Pollard and Mr. and
'It A real sun tan is the best
Mrs. Paul Tilghman spent last look, sprinkle the tops with a lit- she observes a few fules. Ray,
skin tone for the camera. It is
who
has
been
lensing
the
lovely
tle
weekend in Nashville, Tenn.
granulated sugar and place
f‘eader Congratulates
far better than body makeup
under the broiler for a few min- starlets for more than 25 years,
• • •
. Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Eugene
which makes the camera fight
offers these suggestions:
Mr. C. C. Bishop was a busi- utes.
Rollins, N. Jefferson street, on
1. Never let a photographer contrast.
ness visitor in St. Louis, Mo., last
the birth of a daughter, January
Remember also when you are
week.
The small canned precooked snap you directly in front, in a
23. She has been named Vickie
• • •
bathing suit. A head-on snap- having your picture taken not to
hams
are
conveni
ent to have on shot
Yvonne.
will make you look heavy wear dated clothes such at a
/ Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Worrell, an emergency shelf
+
a
*
for unexpect- and broad,
no matter how wispy fussy hat or high-styled dress, or
West Main street, spent last week- ed guests. You
can stud them with
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hester
your perfect 34. A side shot or a dress with an all-over large
end
in
Louisvi
lle
whole
with
cloves, spread them with
their
Oiler, 122 Dawson Road, on the
3-4 shot will make you look print. A suit and no hat usually
birth of a daughter, Carolyn daughter, Mrs. Paul Johnston, prepared mustard and brown more
is the best combination.
desirable.
nd
Mr.
Johnsto
n.
sugar, and bake in a moderate
Faye, January 22.
U your figure is not particu• • •
2.
If
I
your
legs
are
short,
nevOven until heated through.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Henry, there's
er be photographed in bare feet. larly good, and more on the dumalso a can of sweet potae Mr. and Mrs. Arevans Rowland, Marion,
Wear slippers with high heels, py side, don't insist that you be
spent last week-end with toes on your
Fredonia, Route I, on the birth her
emergency shelf all and
if you aren't wearing shoes, photographed full length. A sitparents, Mr. and Mrs. Her- you have
to do is to add that and
of a daughter, Charlotte Genice, schel
stand on the balls of your feet ting position probably would be
Stephens, S. Jefferson a green salad
for delicious and
January 18.
better. If your face is chubby,
street.
quick-to-get-ready main course. for the picture.
3. Never lie down for a pic- this should be taken at a three-- ture. The body goes
flat and the quarter angle.
Your hairdo should be simple
effect is bland.
4. Take a deep breath for the and should not be one that will
picture. It helps to make your date easily. If you are unsure
most interesting parts look solid. What to do about it, part it in
Don't slump at the moment of tHe Middle or the side, whichever
is more becoming, and wear it in
the click.
5. You should cut down on a simple straight line.
lipstick unless you want to look
If you still have holiday fruit
like a painted doll. Full lips are
good. They give a lush feeling cake around, heat it in the top
.
But an overdose changes them to of a double boiler and serve it
a glicky glob.
with a fluffy hard sauce.
6. Too much mascara and eyebrow pencil takes softness away
WALKER HAS IT
from the face eliminating sex and
Parker 51 Fountain Pens
glamor.
and
7. Your hair shouldn't be
51 Pen and Pencil sets
plastered down to your head. It Walker's
Drugs & Jewelry
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How To Look Glamorous
For The Photographer
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Dress Clearance Sale

Just look at these reductions. Nothing more need
be said except these dresses listed below are typical
Arnold quality...
You can see for yourself how much you save at
these prices..."Don't miss out on these wonderful
buys"...You've months left to enjoy them now.

at
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30
28
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junior petiNs

Nat

patleit

die 0di-wife-41 4424"

JUNIOR and PRE-TEEN
Values To $12.95
DRESSES
Values To $12.95

DRESSES
Values To $19.95

DRESSES
Values To $49.95

A Special Group of
Cotton Dresses
jailer petites

Well Planned Meals!

• you'. II Nen with
lunior Ideas
• you lik• sophIstkstiod
styling tor your petit.

fivee
r-

Highly praised meals are a
tribute to the cook. And in

a

121
.

'Neer

A WHIZ AT FIGURES
this honey of a two-piecer
that flashes a bright exclusive Tyrolean
print on the
dark rayon faille jacket, to match the
flirting rayon
crepe skirt. Junior petite sizes 9 to
15. $1295
Other Shirley lee Petites from

27

$89$

g
ahlame4A
"P4itcehut 47insI

2seid. State"

a small way a tribute to us!
For our variety of nourishing dairy products are the
foundation of a well-planned, delicious meal. Enjoy these flavor-rich, safeguarded foods today.

DRESSES
Values to $25

6

DRESSES
Values to $35

$4
$6
$8

THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY ONLY
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e Tappers Find Job
I ot Of Hard Work
Claike Beach
•gton — Telephone wire
received so much pubely that you might Like
how the tappers operate.
you're an FBI agent and
w that a spy has taken
in a hotel and that he is
be telephoning an accomyou want to listen in,
decide whether to ask
1 management to coop-

Knows Way Home

eletely from the box, tucking it
under the tapestry, behind palms,
under rugs, etc., until it stretches
into your room.

Then all you have to do is keep
your headpiece to your ear and
wait. If you get sleepy you ean
rig up a little device which will
make a clicking sound and wake
you up whenever the spy is using his phone.
If ytu can't find a terminal box
or other place where you can get
be a lot easier if you get at
the spy's line, you might dope
ager's help. But maybe
out which direction his line runs.
take
chance
to
want
a
't
Then take a room where his line
ianager or his employees.
passes through your walls. You
'ght talk. So you go on
cap find out where his wire ie by
You take a room near
holding an induction coil against
s room. You "case the
the plaster. Work it slowly up and
find out where the teledown, back and forth, until you
ires run. Perhaps there's
can hear your colleague "putting
the
in
hall.
How
al box
a tone" on the phone. After you've
out which Wire is his?
located the line, you can make a
d a fellow agent to the hole
in the wall and connect with
can. He enters with a
the wire.
key while the spy is out
Can the spy detect whether his
Ls a tone" on the spy's
hat means he lifts the line is being tapped? Only if he PATIENCE: His leg stuck in a basement drain, 15-month-old
Patand holds a device in has a highly technical instrument rick Daley calmly drinks from his bottle while his mother,
Mrs.
which
can
register
Raymond
a
slight
loss in
Daley comforts him. Firemen released
the mouthpiece which
him in a half hour
constant sound that you volume of sound. However, he'd by chipping away the concrete, at Cleveland, Ohio. (AP
Wirephoto)
have
to
have tested his wire beecognize. Then, with a
phone you try one wire fore it was tapped to see what
ther in the box until you the normal sound volume was.
Some tapping involves an awone making the tone.
an tap the wire in one of ful lot work. A Post Office Des. By making a direct partment inspector working en a
on—scraping off the in- mail fraud case once had a policeBy Jane Eads
years. They are Pre-cooked at the
and touching the bare man tap a wire for weeks, makWashington — The Army is go- time of dehydration
th the wire from your ing thousands of mechanical reand can be
ing to make another try on feed- "reconstituted", ready
or by wrapping a coil cordings.
for eating
ing
dried
food
to
GIs.
This
time,
in
the insulated wire and
20 minutes simply by adding
The FBI says it is now tapping
nutritionists
say,
the
boys
won't
hot water or milk. There's no
off the current by elect- about 170 telephones in internal
uction.
security cases. This is only a small know the difference. Dried foods heating, no cooking, and they
were
dropped from the service- taste just like fresh mashed potayou've found your wire, percentage of the total number of
ke a permanent connec- cases on which the F01 it at men's diet a few years ago. No toes.
either of these two meth- work, but it is still a lot of tap- one liked them. One complaint
Improvements also have been
was that Army cooks knew little made in dehydrating eggs.
n you lead your wire dis- ping.
It has
about their preparation.
been found that by acidifying
30, FREDONIA 39
But drying processes have been eggs at the time of dehydration
la — A tip-in shot by
improved—and the Army Quar- they will keep their flavor and
alley with the clock showtermaster Corps points out that texture much better so that they
Funeral services for Charlie in times of emergency it will will be
seconds to go, gave the
as acceptable as the fresh
Bulldogs a 30-29 victory Diggs, 71, Negro, who died at his have to revert to dried foods. products. Some
people are saying
e Fredonia Yellow Jack- home at 510 N. Plum street Sun- Fresh foods can be purchased it might even be
possible to deday night, Jan. 29, from a heart when they are plentiful, proces- hydrate a
Tuesday night.
watermelon. That's now until 1951. A dish of driedteams played slow, dellb- attack, were conducted at the sed quickly and stored, thus about the wateriest
thing there is. cranberries will be served once
ketball, resulting in one Negro Baptist Church Wednesday building up a great food reservoir.
While dried foods will not be a in January, February, March,
lowest scoring contests at 2 p. m. He was a retired rail- Dehydrated foods keep a long part of the master
menus at posts September and October.
as played this season.
way employee and is survived by time, save storage and shipping and centers, they will
be served
Dried bean soup will be served
racked up 12 points to his wife, two sons and a daugh- space They are easy to herridle be- up now and then
to servicemen this month but won't be tried
Frances attack. Riley's ter. Burial was in Cedar Hill cause of their light weight. A and women all over
the world. again until next November. Dried
s high for Fredonia.
Cemetery.
potato, for instance, reduces down The boys and girls won't be forced chicken
noodle and dried pea
by quarters:
to about 17 per cent of its weight. to eat the stuff, but they probab- soup will
be used as sparingly.
7 17 21 30
Guards: Simpkins 2, Ordway 2.
Potatoes are highly perishable ly will since, as I mentioned be- Dried cabbage
will make its ap6 10 19 29
Fredonia 0:91
and virtually impossible to shill) fore, the experts say they "won't pearance
four times during the
Frances (30)
Forwards: Vinson 5. Sigler 3, overseas. Dehydrated white po- know the difference." The
pro- experimental period, as will dried
s: Hart 11, Pope 3, Walker.
tatoes are much superior today, gram calls for serving dried po- carrots, but
riot during the same
raft.
Center: Attridge 3.
nutritionists say, to what they tatoes, eggs, apples and onions months. Dried beets
will be servr. Bailey 12.
Guards: Riley 9, WIgginton 7 were when served up during war once a month every month from ed three
times during the year.

Army Rates Dried Bean
Soup Over Dried Beets

Deaths & Funerals
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By Gene Plowden
Miami, Fla. — A little boy
from Sicily who didn't know what
a horse race was three yeah ego
is burning up Florida tracks this
winter. ,
He is Joe CuLrnone, who was
born in Delia, Sicily, and won't be
19 years old until May 14.
When Joe came to this country with his father in September,
1916, he didn't know a word of
English and didn't understand
what racing was all about when
he heard a race being broadcast
the following spring.
It was explained to Joe and not
long afterwards he turned up at
Garden State Park, near his home
in New Jersey, weighing 76
pounds.
Joe got a job with Tony Mazzeo
as a hot walker. A "hot walker"
cools off horses after a workout
or a race. Mazzeo now holds Joe's
contract and they live together.
Culmone had his first mount
at Tropical Park here in December, 1948, but he didn't reach
the winner's circle until June 4,.
1949. On that day at Monmouth
Park in New Jersey he booted
home Orestone for a payoff of
$73.40 for $2.
He scored triples at Garden
State and Pimlico last Mgt% but
it wasn't until he returned to
Florida this winter that he hit
his stride.
During the 41-day Tropical
Park meeting he brought in 45
winners, an average of better
than one a day.
Jockey Joe hit the headlines
again the second day of the Hialeah Park meeting. He won the
feature with Missab, Mrs. Al
Sabath's Alsab filly, which returned $87.70 for $2.
Clumone has two brothers, one
a physician, and three sisters in
Sicily. His father lives in Atlantic City.
The little fellow, who can make
103 pounds when necessary, hopes
to follow in the footsteps of his
hero—Eddie Arcaro.
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THE OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH

Twice Daily 10 a.m. IL 7:30 p. m.
Thursday Night:

"Gospel Hotshots"
Friday Night:

"The Lost Christ"
SATURDAY NIGHT:

THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST
•THREE TIMES SUNDAY •
10:50 a. m.

"What Is A Real Christian?"
3:00 p. m.

A BIG MASS MEETING!

Subject:

"God's Remedy for America's Ills"
730 p. m. His Famous Sermon on

"Whatever Goes Over the Old Devil's
Back Is Sure to Come Under His Belly"
ear abou the mora condi ons in
e schools and universities among the
students and teachers. There were 40,000 sex crimes committed last year, 150,000
abortions performed and more than 75,000 illegitimate children since the attack
on Pearl Harbor, 3,200,000 people with syphilis in the United States and 220,000
persons are acquiring syphilis every year. 70% of the 44,000 young men examined for the draft In the last few months were rejected ... 50,00e high-school girls
bear illegitimate children every year, 200,000 babies born out of wedlock in
1948. WHY?

Don't Come If You Shock Easily: Here are some unvarnished facts
not often told in public.
What About America's Future? Where Do We Go From Here?
A PREACHER NOT AFRAID TO SPEAK THE TRUTH

ON AMERICA'S BOY SCOUTS DEPENDS

The World's Future!
National Boy
Scout Week February 6 - 12

/er
1/11;Y.
f

During the coming week the Boy Scouts
will celebrate their 40th anniversary.
Forty years that have seen the Boy Scouts

i'Ltataiis-aea

grow into a world-wide movement which
educates boys in practical skills and constructive ideas. As a Boy Scout, your son
Scouts are the custodians of tomorrow's

is dedicated to do his best, to help people

world. Whether it will be one world or many small ones
-- a world of plenty or privation -- and whether it will be
led in an atomic age by wise men, humane and Dfirlcii=
depends upon he g7
dance .“.4.47kr
1,
7`
1 P;
"

at all times.
•

•=vsli-----41-11.1E HOME •• • THE COMMUNITY ...
THE NATION ... THE WORLD

The Scout Movement Affords Equal Opportunities To Boys In All Walks Of Life
This Message Is Sponsored By
JOHN E. YOUNG Ins. Agency
PRINCETON CREAMERY
PRINCETON MOTOR SALES

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Ins. Agt.
A. H. TEMPLETON, Florist

CORNER DRUG STORE

BODENHAMER'S

STEGER LUMBER CO.

GRAYSON HARRALSON

WAMORCHAM

THE

Page Ei9ht

PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

CITY MANAGER PLAN
New York -- (AP) — Seventynine American municipalities
adopted t he council-manage:
form of government during Nit+.
it is reported by the National
Municipal League, clearing house
of information for local civic
groups. This brings the total number of places in which the city
manager plan is in effect to 958.
The league predicted that, at
the present rate, the councilmanager plan will become the
prevailing form of local government within the next decade.

Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin and Mrs. Hester Powell and
sons, Robert and Leon, were in
Crittenden county Sunday visitCounty farm and home agents
ing Mrs. Franklin's sister, Mrs.
"are a part of a great rural moveMinnie Capps, who fell during
the icy. weather and was seriousment which means better homes,
ly injured. Her condition is rebetter organized communities and
ported to be improved.
citizens,"
rural
better informed
Mrs. Anna Dillingham, Mrs.
said M. L. Wilson of Washington,
Nannie Beshears and mother, Mrs.
director of Extension Work for
Russell, visited their brother one
the United States Department of
day last week.
Agriculture, in a recent article
Mrs. Hester Powell spent last
entitled, "Your County Extension
'Wednesday as the guest of MiER
Agents.''
Lola Veal and Mrs. Mettle MorAlthough there are only about of 18,726 bulletins and pamphlets
ris.
agricolleges
of
state
by
prepared
9,000 extension agents in 3,000
Mrs. Edd Darnell visited Mrs.
counties in the United States, culture and the United States DeFranklin Wednesday.
George
their educational programs reach pertinent of Agriculture.
Mr. W. H. Franklin was in
How the work of extension
a majority of the farm families of
town Saturday.
the country-and many town fam- agents has boosted crop yields,
Mrs. Lena Sheble was in town
Lies in addition, Mr. Wilson said. in.proved lievstock and protnoted
Saturday.
Extension work is a cooperative dairying, poultry raising and othMrs. Kirby Thomas' Mother has
program of the United States De- er farm activities may readily be
ill.
been
remoney
of
terms
in
measured
state
Agriculture,
of
pertinent
Laurence Haile has moved to
colleges of Agriculture and local turns, Mr. Wilson noted.
the J. S. Beshears home.
counties. It is, said Mr. Wilson, "But it is impossible to set out
Mrs. R. C. Chambers has been
"a • program of helping people the dollars and cents value of the
visiting her parents.
help themselves. The key is par- returns from better living and
Robert and Leon Powell atticipation and self-expression." satisfaction that come from much
tended the show Saturday night.
an., ex, go or, aids out of
:4(211e Bauer, 15-year-o
People determine locally what of extension work. Healthier, bet- MARLENE IN TRAP:. -M.
George and Robert Powell
the extension programs shall be. ter-fed families can't be valued. third hole and went on to oust Claire Doran, Clevelan,d, 7 to 6 in second round of Helen
were in Hopkinsville Sunday.
Four-H clubs are an important Neither can recreation, communi- women's amateur golf tournament at Miami, Fla., last week.(AP Wirephoto)
Monroe Powell visited his fam' part of the work done by county ty cooperation and many of the
CALUMET STRONG STRING
to 25 bushels in 1948.
ily Sunday afetrnoon.
farm and home agents. There are other intangible benefits of Ex- acre
The
—
—
(AP)
York
exof
New
side
On the homemaking
Mrs. Cora McNeely and daughsomething like 1,800,000 members tension programs."
tension work, it was pointed out
strength of Calumet Farm's 1950 ter spent Sunday night as the
of 9-H clubs in the United States,
Figures on the value of Extenfood
racing string is best exemplified guest of Mr. and Mrs. George
and about 70,000 in Kentucky sion work listed by Mr. Wilson that 326,000,000 quarts of
alone. Through 4-H clubs, boys included $19,000,000 in the con- were canned in 1948 by families
by the list of nominations for the Franklin.
and girls develop an interest in trol of cotton insects in Alabama receiving information on nutrition
Belmont Stakes to be run on
HOGS ADDED UP
and learn the best practices of and Mississippi, $7,600,000 in the and food preservation from ExBy R A. Mabry
June 10 at Belmont Park.
Des Moines — (AP) — How
farming and homemaking. Many control of the fruit codling moth tension workers, and in addition
...M.L.M141.•14•140
other food
Warren Wright's stable has many hogs does a farmer raise in
the State of Washington, and a 579,000,000 pounds of
of them also make Money -whilt
in other
The outlook for agriculture in seven 3-year-old colts among the a lifetime of farming? Carl Anral-state grasshopper control products yere preserved
learning. It is a learn-and-earn
1950 is fairly favorable even 102 horses nominated for the Bel- derson, of Wellman, who started
program. About 13,000,000 boys program that saved $67,000,000 ways.
though prices in general are ex- mont. They are Courage, Mostest, farming In 1912, estimated he had
.kind girls have been members of worth of crops on 12,000,000 acres.
marketed during 38 years an avFly control work added $12,000,- ADD TRUCK SIGNS
pected to be about 30 per cent
.441 clubs.
Boy, Skelter, Sun Lit, erage of 610 hogs a year. This
Chicago —(AP) — A sign on lower than the peak year of 1948, Shine
Taking information to t h e 000 in the production of beef and
would mean a total of 23,180 hogs.
the back of a truck here reads: according to G. P. Summers, field Theory and Urgent.
thousands of farm and town tam- milk in Iowa.'
Anderson hit his peak in 1942
Theory, second in the Belmont
you Rave plans for tomorrow agent in Marketing with the Col"If
Wilson
Mr.
production,
In
crop
flies included in one year the
lege af Agriculture, University of Futurity last fall and now in when 1,186 pigs went to market.
publication of 834,000 news art!, noted that corn yields in the —don't hit me today."
training at Hialeah Park, is re- They brought a total of $38,725,
Kentucky.
des, the broadcasting of 105,000 South had been increased from a
garded as a certain starter in the Anderson's records show. For the
radio talks and the publication 10-year average of 16.5 bushels an Try A Leader Classified Ad!
that
Summers also predicted
38 years, he figures his hogs have
Kentucky Derby in May.
farm profits this year will probbrought an average yearly inably be one-third lower than the methods of calculation of supports come of $13,565.
high year of 1947-48. With the as passed by the last Congress.
smaller margin of profit in view,
Tobacco will be about 10 per RIGHT THE FIRST TIME
farmers will need to cut costs and cent higher under the new supWest Los Angeles, Calif.—(AP)
operate as efficiently as possible. port.
—Bill B. Beebe, 22, driving
Prices of crops and grains are
Lambs should average a little through a thick fog, thought he
expected to average as high as lower than 1949 but higher than had drifted to the left side of
the past year due principally to other meat. Sheep are expected
the road. He turned to the right,
less acreage which likely will be to remain in a favorable price
jumped the curb, flattened a
grown and possible reduced position for the next six to eight small tree and rammed a power
yields. However, the net income years due to the decreased numpole. He suffered minor injuries.
for these is likely to be 10 to 12 ber of breeding ewes on hand in
per cent lower than last year.
the large sheep producing states.
The margin between heavy fed
Support prices will be continued on tobacco, wheat, corn, miIk beef and pasture fattened beef is
and butterfat and wool. Support expected to narrow with pasture
prices on sonic of these wi!' aver- fat and short fed prices remain- Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
age a little higher due to new ing near the 1949 average.

County Agent's!
Column

Prescriptions A
Specialty

PE's 1.,NYV OFFick
COLD WATER TOWN
Chicago — (lip)
—
(AP)
—
Mont.
Cut Bank,
burst a , McCabe has opened
weather
2-1e10w
When
res I at 65.
water main, many Cut Bank
water
McCabe was ,.
without
left
were
idences
quipped:
bar in 1923. He
and one householder
us
slate's attorney ii.. ,
"New York has nothing on
to take a Then -he
taught senn'
. . but ',it's too cold
oi
'
20 years. After h,
bath, anyway."
teaching, he de(
AGE OF SUCCESS
Punxsutawney, Pa. — (AP) — into the legal
the
Age is no barrier to success on
Horticulturali,1
Jefferson County Board of Audied a full line .
tors. Veteran auditor Horace G.
trees that grow
Miller died at the age of 91. Ms
feet tall.
successor is. Yevril C. North, 75.
An average f1...
The other members of the board
will produce 18u
and
80,
McNeil,
D.
Robert
are
per year.
Clover A. Baughman, 75.
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A MEDIA BEYOND ALL CONTROL!
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SATURDAY, FEB. 4
2 ACTION

2ND FEATURE! THRILLING ALASKA;

ROSE .7-°F4FE
with litwvit
Myrna De;11•William Wright

SUN. 8g MON., FEB. 5-6
One of These Beauties Is Out to Get L.

Everything about a '50 Ford --•acept the
price— says: "Big car." You get more hip
and shoulder room than any car in Ford's
field. You get "big" power -"hushed" V-8
power. And you get a big car "feel,- too,
from Ford's low, level "Mid Ship- Ride.

coesection
Wiens or your
—m the NEW
Sectioe of your
*Om Directory.
pa find coolest' the busiwho son tie
Of reader this
Ha may desire—

With "Fashion Car" styling -- this year .or.
beautiful than ever .....ti, new baked-on
colors that ore "built to live outdoors" ...
Ford looks the quality car, too. And, insider,
sparkling, new upholstery fabrics moke the
c1 o decorator's dream.
.
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Added Enjoyment!
Technicolor Cartoon
Three Stooges Comedy
Paramount News

TUES. & WED.
FEB. 7-8

THUR.it
FEB. 9-1
START6IIIC OR
OF BIG CITY
ROD

Overdrive and white sidawall tires available at estra cost.

Less 'money than you'd guess will pat the keys
of a '50 Ford in your pocket. A big V-8 for hundreds less than most "sixes't And no.
wh•r• •Ise -for any price ar• you offered
fords 13.way stronger -Lifeguard" Body
. and the other great features which add
up to th• ..•erv. Ford "feel."

SO NEW -40 WEARABLE
SO SENSIBLY PRICED
Left - To wear with pride a nywh•re, a softly tailored
one button suit of worsted sheen.
Right - A flawless suit of Juillattgen ssith a Tong wing
.eliiikgro
:
Vose,V!.41*
- • —wavy-iaartbasteir.,747isi&V.tFAtt

2 to
/
Sizes 141

In
May
Heat

"TEST DRIVE"
THE '50 FORD
AT YOUR
FORD DEALER'S

241/2

IT WILL OPEN YOUR EYES!

OP X1DIA
9,130-6aNMISSE11•Twhamiri

CA

GLENN FORD

• Insu.....4.1ate our
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services of a he

STORY OF 50 WONDERFUL GUYS AND A GIRL! M-G-M'S FINEST PICTURE!
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Scientists Now Know
Why We Like To Eat

J. Conway
"sky sanctuary"
lit high up in the
hurch. It will be
urn that will look
iall chapel. Men
go there to pray
fore an altar.
will fill a vacant
r the spire of the
e at Clark and
ets in the loop.
an extraordinary
est way to size it
on the sidewalk
es climb. You see
ing; then a tower;
• plc topped by a
cc from the soles
to the tip of the

By IIward W. Blakt,Nlee
Chicago — When you were
newly born, you ate because you
were hungry. Someone else decided what and how much you needed. Later you learned that eating
satisfies hunger, and soon you
acquired knowledge of a thing
you call appetite, which ever
since has been your guide.
Appetite hasn't done a perfect
job. It makes some people overweight, leaves others thin, and
does not always choose the food
you need most.
A group of scientists at the University of Illinois College of Mdclicine surmises that breaking
STALLED IN SOVI T SLOWDOWN: Trucks with
cargoes bound for Berlin wait in line at the Sov- down of appetite regulators 'is to
blame. Only 40 'years ago it was
nctuary" will be iet checkpoint (arrow) at Helmstedt, Germany, after the Russians imposed drastic restric
tions in a
about the ground. truck traffic slowdown. A red flag flies atop the checkpoint, on the British -Russian zonal border believe the contractions of an
empty stomach were the cause of
higher than any and the main Soviet checkpoint on the east-west autobahn. A jamup of 400 trucks was reporte
d at
the sensation of hunger. But ex'orship," says the Helmstedt, with some cargoes stalled as much 'as 40 hours by the Russian slowdown, enforc
ed
equally againt trucks attempting to enter or leave the Soviet
ceptions are turning up.
ries Ray Goff.
zone. (AP Wirephoto)
_
is unusual from a functional, as well as archite
The studies are under Henry
c- wants to turn in from Clark street
r
Janowitz, M. D. and M. I. Grosstural, point of view. The First any day of the week.
The 1,800
man, D. M., of the Department of
Methodist Church and several places are filled at
Sunday serClinical Science, Dr. Janowitz is
stores occupy the first three vices. Six of each
ten worshipa Welt Fellow in Medicine at the
floors. The rest of it up to the ers are from out of town.
On an
Mount Sinai Hospital, New 'York.
twenty-second floor level is oc- average Sabbath 35
states are
By Ben Philegar
One of the regulators is tissue
cupied by rented offices.
represented.
Brighton, Eng. — One-time storage. Excess food is broken
The heavy, mullioned church
Dr. Goff, a folksy, able, Iowaboxer Tommy Farr, now owner down into fats, proteins and sugdoors are open to anybody who
born man of. 60, took over the
of a thriving pub and director in ars which are temporarily stored
pastor's post in 1942. Skyscrapers
a prosperous bookmaking busi- in tissues throughout the body.
always had fascinated him. One
ness, is as "happy as I could be
Appetite does not appear to reFraternal Order Of
of the first things he did was to
anywhere outside America."
spond directly to this storage.
climb the interior steps to the
Farr, now 36, was the first man This is shown by placing food dipeak of the spire.
to fight Joe Louis after Louis rectly into dogs' stomachs, and at
He came down with an idea. won
the heavyweight title in the same time offering them regOne day he would use that emp1937. The fight went 15 rounds ular meals. They continue to eat
ty space in the tower. He would
to a decision, something that just as if their stomachs were
build some sort of chapel there, happen
ed only three times in empty. This they continue for
and he would live there, too.
Louis' 25 title defenses.
three or four weeks. Then they
He lives there now. He recentTroubled by a lung condition— eat less. The storage signals have
ly moved into an apartment that dust
damaged his lungs when he taken over.
was constructed at the 330 foot was a
A lot of humans fall to get
miner—Farr settled in this
level — a move that brought him
sea coast town in 1939. He quit these signals. The eaters pile on
the title "the penthouse parson." the
ring a year later and hasn't
Within the next few weeks had
Regular Meeting
a glove on since. He isn't
work is scheduled to start further sorry.
up in the tower in the room that
"I loved boxing," he says, "but
will be known as the "sky sceneBy John S. Gardner, Kentucky
tuary." Dr. Goff plans it as a when you get a family you've got
College of Agriculture and
to
think
about
other things."
place for small weddings,for
Home Economics
Today
MMIIMMUM
he is in top physical conFeb. 3 — 7 P. M.
MOOM
MUMS.
prayer, meditation, counseling
dition,
*
*
just four pounds over his
ITS GARDENING TIME
the troubled. Far above the din
best fighting weight of 207.
The first mating call of the
of the city, he hopes to creates an
He
W. D. RAMAGE, W. P.
keeps that way with long walks Kentucky Cardinal was heard in
atmosphere of peace.
and horseback riding.
Fayette county January 13. Father
CHARLES A.HAN';OCK, Sec.
"I don't mind," replies Tommy those birds were badly advised
About 55 per cent of American
when asked if his two sons
families own their own homes.
are or else spring is here. Anyhow,
in connection
going to be fighters. "It looks it's close enough for gardening
siness or your
like nothing can stop them
from preliminaries to start.
being heavyweights, though.
It goes without saying, of
the NEW
"I wouldn't sell my memories course, that wherever there is
tion of your
of those three years in the Unit- the space, there will be a garden.
AT
one Directory.
ed States for any kind of money. The reasons are obvious and
I've always said that if there is many, chief among them being
will find consuch a thing as reincarnation, that a garden eases the food budisted the basithat's when I want to come get. Recently, a Department of
Commerce release pointed out
c who sell the
back."
Where You
A "hungry" fighter who slept that in 1949 many families were
or render the
obliged to dip into their savings
will find the Finest in Food . . . and the Most on London's rat-infested
docks
may desire—
While waiting for his big break, just to live. Food is not all of
Courteous in Service.
ill find other
Farr saved his money when he living, but it is a great part.
hit boxing's big time. From all Neither are vegetables all of food,
ormotion.
appearances h e's comfortably but they are by no means an inconsiderable part of the food budfixcd now.
get, and a garden definitely helps.
ell Telephone
Neither are the vegetables
(Open 6 days a week - from 6 a. m. to 8 p. m. FERRET STRINGS WIRE
raph Company
clear profit, for seed, fertilizer
Rapid
City,
S. D. —(AP) — A
111.011A1E0
Closed on Sunday)
ferret became the one-day hero and disease and insect controls
of the air force at the Rapid City must be purchased at prices higher than a few years ago. But quite
air base, key northern B-36 bomber outpost. A special harness rig- as much leisure time can still be
found, and the vegetables raised
ged on the weasel-like animal,
named "Pete", permitted him to Pay the gardener wages that comstring an important telephone pare quite well with those of inwire six feet under the huge re- dustry. Ninety-eight per cent of
inforced concrete runway. Puz- production is due to sunshine and
rain and they are as free as they
zled engineers feared they would
ever were. A garden is definitely
have to tear up the costly
run- profitable business.
way to lay the wire.
Manure should be spread now,
Finn Timmons, owner of
the or the cover crop broken. A seed
ferret, sicked him on the job
of catalog should be procured, pertraversing the 2,210-foot condui
t haps the fertilizer and the certifiwith an order, "Take it throug
h, ed seed obtained. The merchant
Pete." Pulling a string, Pete
made should be seen, to make sure that
it in 20 minutes the first run.
On he will handle the supplies a garthe fourth and final trip, it
took dener needs. Perhaps the duster
the tired, 18-ounce ferret
three or sprayer should be gone over
and one-half hours.
and repair parts ordered, or new
The slim, slinky ferrets
usual- equipment. The hoe may need
ly are used for rabbit and
rodent sharpening so as to be ready when
hunting.
spring and gardening time come.
uninsulated attic robs your home of heat. Heat conducted by

gobs of fat Even when they can
see the excess storage, their Lippetitles continue to deceive them.
The man's superior brain builds
up an appetite habit that overwhelms his natural food reguIiitors
The delay in signals between
tissue storage and appetite is
sharwn in reverse in dogs that
have continued overeating for
weeks. Once their appetites are
down, the extra food is no longer placed in their stomachs. They

Added Treats,
"COO COO
MOVIETONE

Eageis

FEB. 4

bat rations, Thf. berusation denied
to these men probabiy are essen
tial in healthy eating
There are approximately 19,000
oose in the United States, 7,000
more than in 1944.

trong
Serviceable)

ork
Shoes

Reweeeffite4.
TUESDAY,
FEB. 14

x- ig ter arr
Well Fixed Today

40'

ought to eat more, but they don't.
It takes three or four weeks for
appetites to recover to the point
of eating enough.
The boss regulator of all ls the
energy your body needs.
Merely filling a stomach with
something that distends the stomach walls temporarily cuts down
appetites of animals. The filler
dues not have to contain any food.
In men satiety of appetite does
not appear if they are fed through
veins, or with food placed directly into their stomachs. Taste,
Odor, chewing and swallowing are
important in satisfying an appetite. Many and bitter were the
wartime complaints of GIs whose
taste was not satisfied by corn

Solid
Leather

JOHN DEERE DAY
.4144„.

3

IKON,
FEB. 5-6
ut to t
Gel

SEE OUR NEW ENTERTAINMENT
FEATURE PICTURE
••••

THE GARDEN

FRIDAY

3V4900.
tie See°1

$1421195 I
PAIR
and UP per pair

"WHAT'S NEW IN
JOHN DEERE FARM EQUIPMENT"

and other new interesting
and educational pictures

Meet Your Friends

BLA NE'S CAFE

In Your Attic
ay Be The Biggest
eat Thief In Town

plaster ceiling flows directly into the empfy spaces above the
floor. You must constantly replace this heat loss with more
t. That means higher fuel bills.

Safely Cuffed

Work Gloves

49c

apitol Theater
9 A. M.
Sponsored By

Short Orders A Specialty

L. C.BLANE,Owner

Leather Palm

Robinson Implement Co.
IF

YOU DON'T HAVE TICKETS
OR
MORE, ASK US FOR THEM

NEED

EINKELS
'AIR STORE
Where Your LS Have
More Cents

Ace

Any Man Is

VULNERABLE

on

eirs7bait•••

C

You

CAN INSULATE IT YOURSELF
Insulate your attic. If the floor is not covered you can insula
te
it yourself. If a floor has been laid, the job may requi
re the
services of a helper.
Measure your attic and take down the dimensions of the space
to be covered. By knowing the length, width and heigh
t we
easily give you the cost of material.
In beginning the job, place the insulation directly
on the lath.
Be careful not to step off the ceiling beams. Use a board
thrown
over the beams to stand on.
We have all types of insulating materials to do your
job efficiently. Come in, talk it over, and see your savings.

TEGER LUMBER COMPANY

ne 2061
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N„,....,THE HOPKINSVILLE BURLEY
TOBACCO MARKET

WILL CLOSE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8th

HOPKINSVILLE
BURLEY TOBACCO
BOARD OF TRADE

Princeton, Ky.

J. E. HARPER, Secretary

Come in tomorrow morning and
let us help you pick the best
gifts tor your best beau.

NECKTIES
ARROW SHIRTS
HICKOK BELTS and JEWELRY
STETSON HATS
HANDKERCHIEFS
AND MANY OTHER HANDSOME GIFT
S

$1
from

up

coa...e4,1
-•

^
,
^4'.s.'er • 4
'9

trerk: ••

0.1••••••••••
,
...",-

Thursda , Februar
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Classified Ads

Beggar King Directs

Berlin - Forty shabbily-dress- same face appear too often on
police might
ed men answer roll call each the same corner. The
become unpleasant.
morning in a desolate, bombBut the organized drain on hublasted backyard in Berlin's Sov- man sympathy is only part of
iet sector.
King Erich's profitable enterLeaning lazily against a crumb- prise. The other and more yieldling wall as he calls roll is a ing part of the business is what
young, broad-shouldered m a n. he calls his tobacco industry.
They call him just Erich though Each of his men must collect all
he is the self-styled king of the the cigarette stubs he finds durBerlin beggar league. In the un- ing the day.
easy light of the dawn he assem- • "Pick them wherever you find
bles his men to send them on their them" is what Erich tells his boys.
assignments They act accordingly. All of
daily
be
throughout the city.
them make a point of fulfilling
King Erich of the beggar league the daily quota of 50 stubs and
is a 28 year old former lock- many exceed it.
smith, tired of working. He watchLate at night a special shift of
ed the more or less successful six starts processing the stubs in
individual efforts of beggars at an old garage. The six men it
length before he decided to inject around a table on which a huge
a system into the art of removing mountain of limp cigarette ends
money from softhearted Passers is heaped. With swift fingers the
by.
stubs are classified into four catSo Erich got busy and gathered egories: American, Bulgarian.
40 'full-time beggars. He con- German and a fourth category as
vinced them of his idea to form pipe tobacco.
a !sort of onganazed fraternity
The second phase is the rolling
MEE WINNING FISH: A crappie wetehine lusty 3%•ounces
with the purpose of jointly shar- of the tobacco into new cigarettes. THE
(arrow) was big enough to win the St. Paul Winter Carnival ice FOR SALE: Table-top gas stove;
ing the daily net-profit. He has King Erich's pride is his steady
fishing Contest Sunday at St. Paul, Minn. Charles Holesky, St.
in good condition. Dial 2333.
developed a thorough technique. supply of original-looking cigarPaul, the lucky angler, raises the minute fish in victory while kneel31-1tc
While most of his men are sent ette paper and packs. Among his
ing beside his prize in a row boat equipped with outboard motor.
on daily assignments throughout men is a former printer.
Man
WANTED:
HELP
MALE
was
The
the
crappie
biggest
caught
game
among 4,000 persons
fish
the Soviet sector, Part of his
The next day a new shift of entered
with car wanted for route work.
in the contest on White Bear Lake. Five minutes after the
swarms
over
western
Bergroup
beggars gets busy selling the cig$15 to $20 in a day. No experi/
2 pound northern pike.
lin. These men must contribute arettes on east Berlin's 'black contest ended, another fisherman caught a 31
ence or capital required. SteaIt
,was
below
16
zero.
degrees
(AP
Wirephoto)
20 per cent of their daily income market. Their customers are hurdy. Write today. Mr. Sharp,
to a common fund because a west rying passers-by and taxi drivDOCTORATE LOANS
120 East Clark Street, Freeport,
mark is worth six east marks.
ers. The team is tough competiPLANNED
Illinois.
31-3tp
The fund is used to support tion to other black market dealSpringfield, 0.-(AP)- Witmember-beggars who fall ill or ers because the beggars sell at
THE
FREDONIA
SEED
CO.:
is
tenberg College's Board of Direcwho fail to beg their daily mini- Cut-rate prices.
offering a complete field sertors has established grants-in-aid
mum pronto: eight east marks
vice to the seed producer this
to help promising young faculty
coming harvest time. You fur(50 cents). King Erich carefully
members finance work on their
New 'Old Bones'
checks the daily assignments with
nish the field, we combine, redoctorates.
,a master-list to avoid having the In Bargain Horse
clean and process at reasonable
The College's annual budget
By Jim Becker
Miami, Fla. - When you talk
terms. Make your arrangements
New York - Ethel Merman will henceforth include $2,500 for
of bargain horses remember
Livestock Market
early. Current demand exceeds
these grants, which will be made
may have started someihing when
Price of cattle auctioned at the Three Rings.
the supply of field seeds. Call
available to instructors as interThe 5-year-old gelding, obtain- she revived the story of sure- est-free
local stock nyarket was fully
Fredonia 4202 or 4212. 30-1tc
loans. These loans will be
steady compared to the previous ed in 1948 for $7,500 in a claiming shot Annie Oakley in "Annie canceled in the
case of instruc- FOR SALE: High quality lespedeweek with hogs selling about $1 race by Mrs. E. L. Hopkins, is a Get Your
tors who earn their doctorates
Gun' on Broadway.
za seed. Test 99.76 per cent
lower.
candidate for Hialeah's rich
and
remain
with
the
college
for
Anway, now New York Unipurity; 93 per cent germination.
TOTAL HEAD
1003 Widener this winter.
five years thereafter.
Fredonia Valley Seed Co. Call
Trainer Willie Knapp believes versity counts a curvaceous burLong Fed Steers ....$24.00 26.00
4212 or 4202.
30-ltc
Short Fed Steers .. 22.00 24.00 he has another Exterminator in nette among its rifle team mem- to join."
Medium Quality Butcher
the gelded son of Circus Ring. bers along with nine stalwart
For graduation from high FOR SALE: Six-room house on
Cattle
20.00 22.00 Although Old Bones won the men. She is Helen Lothringer and school. Helen got, in addition to
Dawson road with lights and
Baby Beeves
23.00 25.00 Derby with Knapp riding him at she answers to the name of the usual feminine knick-nacks,
water. See Kelley C. Morse,
Fat Cows
15.00 17.00 odds of 30 to 1 in 1918, it wasn't "Hips." Helen ranks fifth on the a new Winchester .52 rifle, She
Real Estate Agency.
31-1tp
Canners & Cutters
12.00 15.00 until 1922 as a 7'-year-old that strong ten-man team although it became so proficient with it that
Stock Cattle ...,
20.00 24.0:' Exterminator had his biggest took a special vote of the boys she applied for membership on WANTED. Salesmen to work in
Princeton. Car help, but not
Feeder Cattle
to get her on the squad two the NYU team' in her sophomore
19.00 23.00 year. ,
essential. Commission basis. ApMilk Cows, per hd 78.00 176.00
Since Mrs. Hopkins acquired years ago.
year, the earliest season she was
ply at 111 E. Main Street, L. B.
VEALS
Three Rings, Trainer Knapp not . A junior, Helen majors in art. eligible.
Price Mere. Co., for further inNo. 1 Veals
once has put the gelding in a She's a demure 115-pounder. No
31.30
The boys voted her in, alNo. 2 Veals •
formation from 7:30 a. m. to
claiming race.
tom boy, she says she is "very though they were fearful of hav27.40
Throwouts
"Our confidence has paid off," unathletic, mostly. Rifle shooting ing to tame down pungent con9 p. m. •
31-tfc
18.75
•
HOGS
says Knapp. "After all $139,485 doesn't take any strength."
versation. Helen solved that difAVAILABLE
TO
FARMERS: For
200-230
isn't bad for a $7,500 investment."
Helen started shooting a rifle ficulty "by employing some
17.00
spring delivery - Anuilbnium
235-280
three years ago when she was flavorsome expressions, myself."
16.00
Nitrate, through local Farm Bu185-350
Nevada is the driest of states 17 and a junior at Jamaica high
15.00
Being a girl on an otherwise
reau. Contact County Agent's
355 & up
in rainfall, averaging 8.81 inches school in Queens. "I was jealous all-man rifle team has occasional
14.50
office or M. P. Brown. Dial
120-155
a year, according to the U. S. of the way my brother Fred kept drawbacks, however, as Helen
14.60
3924.
31-2tc
160-195
Weather Bureau.
bringing home medals for shoot- found when NPU faced Army in a
16.50
Roughs, 3
ing. So I got my dad to take me match at West Point. "I had a NOTICE: On February 4 we will
under ...
.... 13.00
Modern pins made of wire to the Woodhaven American Leg- miserable time," she says. "They
register your cars and trucks
Roughs, 355-450 .... 12.50
were first produced in France ion team for instruction. Pretty wouldn't let me into Washington
free, only charging $10.00 a
Roughs, 455 & up .. 12.00
and Germany.
soon the Legion team asked me Hall for lunch with the team. I
piece for those that sell. Call
had to wait outside in the hall
1886 collect, Main Street CarWhile they ate. I had no lunch
Exchange and Auction Comat all." The Academy wouldn't
pany, Hopkinsville, Ky. Edgar
break its no-woman tradition.
Jones, acutioneer.
31-ltc
The NYU team competes in the
Metropolitan Intercollegiate Rifle FOR SALE: Used electric washing machine. McConnell Electric
Association and averages 275 hits
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
Co.
10
( out of 300. Helen personally holds
BLACKEYED PEAS, Brown's Valley
31-De
50 medals for shooting, has two
4 for
10% oz. can
29(
No. 2 can
FOR SALE: Singer Sewing Manational women's records and is
PURE CANE SUGAR, South Down
chine, good used drophead with
CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
rated a master marksman by the
original attachments, also sup10 lb. bag
91(
pitted, No. 2 can
National Rifle Association.
23(
plies o f all kinds, needles,
PUMPKIN, Autumn Harvest
Much as Helen enjoys shooting,
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
bands, oil, bobbins & etc. Mashe
says
she
is
beginning
large 30 oz. can
to
No. 303 can
2 for
19(
chines adjusted by expert me"realize there are other things
TOMATOES, May Day
chanic. Bring the head to our
,BY FOOD, Gerber's at. strained
25
( in the world. Once. I wouldn't
office over Penney's. Sewing
2 No. 2 cans
4% oz. can
3 for
date a boy unless he was a
Machine Agency.
31-1tp
shooter, too. I've changed my
QUAKER OATS„ reg. or quick
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
mind
about that."
FOR SALE: Wheat and barley
quart jar
large PkE•
ATM despite h e r deadeye
straw; 75c a bale. H. C. Adams,
Vegetable Soup, Big Boy
41;11111tanitalliil, Helen says "I'd
403 Akers Ave.
30-2tp
rwitmoiveatiNuRieftisPmutg4
25 oz. can
er 'hive the heart to shoot a
sweet little deer."
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
The U. S. Department of AgriFRUIT COCKTAIL,Dole
culture has demonstrated that
large, 29 oz can
large No. 2% Can
19(
"Home scrap" is the steel in- baby chicks may be carried by air
GREENS,Nancy Lee, Kale, Mustard
LIMA BEANS, Scott County, dried
dustry's term for metal trim- as high as 20,000 feet.
or Turnip, No. 2 can
No. 2 can
mings, etc., collected in foundries
Plague first invaded Europe
and reprocessed.
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI,Red Cross
AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD, Fisher's
from Asia in the sixth century.
3 pkgs.
2 lb. loaf
69(
TOMATO CATSUP, Mary's Choke
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
2 14 oz. bottles
2 lb. box
29(
39f
SARDINES, Select
MACKEREL, Curtis Pacific
No. 1 tall can
No. 1 tall can
HOMINY, Alice Brand
SARDINES, Holmes in Oil
large No. 2% can
3 % oz. Cans
1Of
PEAS, Handy, standard
CORN, Can-D-Lite, Wit. Cr. Style
No. 2 can
Co. Gent., 20 oz. can
February, with its freezes and thaws, deep
3/
CIGARETTES, Popular Brands,
SALMON, Derby Brand
mud or icy roads, often below zero weather, is a
Carton (tax inc.) Ky. only
1 lb. can
month when extra care of your car means econ31(
$165
MOLASSES, Genuine, New Orleans
FLOUR. Log Cabin, plain
9
omy for you, and miles of extra service in your
Rockland, 1 lb.
25 lb. bag
15(
$1
car.
LOVING CUP COFFEE
ASPARAGUS, Hunt's Green and White
1 lb.
Tipped, 10% ox can
59(
29(
Why not turn your car upkeep over to us?

Deadeye Gal Gives
Boys Something
To Shoot At

Red Front Offers
13(

25(

33(

35(

'1

•

35(

10(

10(
25(

February Is A Bad Month

14k
10f

20(

10f

69(

10(

On Your Car

1

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
OPSTERS, standards
pint
SWEET POTATOES, Nancy Hall
lb.

Group Reports Films
Are More Wholesome

FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances LOST: Large white sow, a round
300 lbs. Reward. V. R. Ross,
and Electrical Supplies, visit
31-2tp
Princeton, Route 1.
Stallius and Kennedy Electric
New York - Of 322 features
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
buy a six
rent
or
To
WANTED:
previewed during 1949 by the
9180 or 2380. Work guaranteed.
house in
tin to eight room modern
Picture Coun31-lie Protestant Motion
Princeton. Dial 3771.
cil 233, or 72 per cent, were clasWALLPAPER SALE: One-half
sified as suitable for both adults
PRUNES SEEK MARKETS
price on wallpaper of over 300
and young people. Eighty-two
-.Davis,
(AP)
Calif.
The
patterns to choose from. Joiner
were also singled out as recombigger
destiny
seeking
prune
a
is
Hardware company, home of
mended for children.
extable.
breakfast
An
the
Red Spot Paints, Princeton, than
The council states that this
29-17tc hibit here recently displayed
Ky.
proves that the industry "is sucthese new prune products:
ceeding in its endeavor to give
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
Bottled fresh prune juice, made
glass cut and installed In all with a new process that retains the public more wholesome and
cps. Williams Texaco Service the taste of fresh prunes. Frozen worthwhile pictures."
Station. Corner Plum & main. prune concentrate. Sieved canForeign as well as domestic
documentaries and those
tfc ned prunes,
Phone 557.
adaptable for prune films,
directly or indirectly concerned
ice
cream,
pie,
prune
open
face
Motors
for
FOR SALE, Outboard
with religious subject matter
Cruiser control, shift to Scott- prune milkshake, prune bread or were considered.
cake,
prune
and
prune
candy,.
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
The council also chose-frleashift to reverse and forward. 4 desserts. Breakfast cereal flakes
/
2 h. p. with with 25 per cent prune content. tures, one for each month, as
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
"bests" for the year. They were:
shift. Williams Texaco Service Prune granules. Prune cola.
The exhibit was prepared by "The Snake Pit" (20th -Fox),
StationPlum and Main St.
tfc the University of California Col- "Joan of Arc" (RKO), "The Boy
Phone 2445.
With Green Hair" (RK0), "Comlege of Agriculture herre.
mand Decision" (MGM), "Down
FOR SALE: 350 pounds certified
Eyesight of the kingbird is so to the Sea in Ships" (MGM),
Kentucky 31 fescue seed at 75c
per pound. Cedar Bluff Stone een he can spot a tiny insect 50 "Home of the Brave" (UA),
31-1tc yards away.
Co., Incorporated.
"You're My Everything" (20th-

Berlin Panhandlers

YELLOW ONIONS,
5 lb. mesh bag . .
COBBLER POTATOES
10 lbs.

450:
35(

Meat Specials
FRESH PORK SAUSAGE,
PORK BRAINS

lb. 21c
2 lbs. 25c

Red Front Stores
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WViS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky,, Week Days

All you have to do is drive in at regular intervals. We will check radiator, antifreeze, oil,
grease, tires, gas, battery, in fact we'll keep
your car in condition to give you the service
you need.
It doesn't take long, and costs so little, to
have a check-up. You'll save time, money
and
disposition.
We'll be looking for you.

Dunn & Oliver
N. E. Ct. Sq.

2,1

Fox), "Lost Boundaries,
"Christopher Columbus.
"Jolson Sings Again" fc4
"Samson and Delilah'. (pa.
Six of these '12 be
leeted by the Protcy
Picture Council, f..,
been shown locally,
Tom Simmons, mall
Capitol Theater. Sy,:
are scheduled for shove%
near future, Simmons
Procopius, a sixth
torian, gave Mn avec,
tion of the 4ymptom,
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Works

Dawson Rd. at Center
Princeton, Re,

Your PRINtETON LEADER
Can be a big help
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Tells you and keep you
posted on the
weekly
happenings in this county.

IT

Tells you about the money
saving values being offered
in the stores.

IT

Tells you about new mer
chandise now being produced and offerei in storm
for your pleasure and bettel
living.

Buying the necessities of life each time you go shopping runs ink
big money at the end of each week and, more so at the end of
the year.
By reading this newspaper carefully you will learn of values be.;,,,
offered and if taken advantage of will pay for the subscription
price many times over.

The Grass May Look Greener
In The Neighbor's Yard, But-

NOBODY CAN GIV
Bigger Bargains
Better Service
Better Quality
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Shop with Confidence
for Furniture in Princeton
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MORGAN'S
FURNITURE DEALERS - FUNERAL DIRECTORS
43 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE
Phone IOU
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